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‘Ihis paper presents a new approach to the general subject known as 
‘continuous functionals which includes computer-science oriented topics such as 
models of various A-calculi. 
Let us describe shortly the main features of this approach: a type is a collection 
of atomic ‘states’; if A is a type, an object of fype A is any superposition of atomic 
states. So an object of type A can be viewed as a sum Crrti ma l a, where the 
‘vectors’ a represent the atomic states, and the m,‘s are cardinal numbers (in 
good cases integers) counting the multiplicities of each atomic state. So this 
differs from current constructions in two ways: 
(i) because we count multiplicities (instead of just considering whether a state 
is present), 
(ii) because no inner compatibility between the states is required: all combina- 
tions are accepted. 
Let us say shortly that for the usual types of data, this makes a reasonable 
sense: certain combmations represent the usual outputs of computations, and 
general combinations are just formal superpositions of these usual outputs: such 
superpositions are made natural to consider if we think of parallel programs (then 
orders of multiplicity count the number of ways of getting the answer: typically in 
the case of the parallel ‘or’, if we have an atomic state T for ‘true’, then 
Tar = 2 l T, because there are two ways to compute the value. . .), but also of 
random programs, where we can consider the superposition of all possible 
outputs depending on the random choices made during the execution. Section 4 
which is quite poor in results, gives some idea how to interpret recursive functions 
in that framework. 
The origin of the work was in the need for some lin between say functionals 
of finite type and H&logic. The results of [S, Ch. XII] tre certainly of interest in 
this connection (see for instance the remarkable work of Pgppinghaus [7]) but 
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they do not interpret the equations in the standard way (the recursion equation is 
modifkd to make it increasing). 
Ia this area, there are already well-known notions, such as Scott domains, 
&hov f-spaces etc.; hence the problem was the compatibility of a functorial 
approach in the style of ~-logic with these notions. In fact it & well-known that 
the topological spaces cons&fed in these works are extremely uneven ones (for 
. 
mstance a binary function is continuous iff separately continuous), so it is 
~rmitted to think that topology is not perhaps the standard way of attaching 
these problems; moreover categories have the advantage of containing a 
continuity notion (direct limits) but also additional hinds of limits that are not of 
any simple meaning in topology. So the conchrsion was to abandon all topological 
features in favor of category-theoretic ones. 
Let us see what this adds to the question of the function space: topological 
spaces have been replaced by categories, so continuous functions will be replaced 
by functors preserving a certain number of limits: direct limits, infinite pull-backs 
and kernels. (This functorial approach is superior to the topological one even in 
very simple cases, namely partially ordered sets; a poset can be viewed as a 
category, and then when X and Y are pose& a functor of the associated 
categories will be simply an increasin g map; preservation of direct limits will be 
continuity w.r.t. supremum; but preservation of pull-backs will introduce a new 
idea= minimum data property. In Appendix A, we develop a notion of ‘qualitative 
domain’ which is basically a simplification of .Scott domains, made possible by the 
minimum data property. The minimum data property and the particular ordering 
of functions had already been considered by Berry [l]; the fact that these 
properties were later found again from abstract considerations about pull-backs, 
is an evidence for their intrinsic interest. The concept of a qualitative domain is 
new.) 
The functors involved in the function spaces are called normal functors. Now it 
is possible to grove a rwm&zl form theorem for normal functors, reminiscent of 
the normal form theorem for dilators (see [4]; the normal form theorem for 
dilators is a generalization of the Cantor Normal Form theorem). The theorem is 
not so easy, and uses ah the preservation properties. Now, by counting the 
normal forms, it is possible to express normal functors (up to isomorphism) by 
power series: in other terms normal functors are analytic (and conversely). If we 
consider the normal functors from SE’I?, to SETB, then by looking at the 
coefficients of their power series expansion, we see that such functors can be 
viewed as the objects of a new category SEThttA) ‘! All usual operations 
(typically: L-abstraction, application of a function to an argument) can be 
represented by means of normal functors, i.e., power series. It may be of interest 
to say a word about the meaning of a basic monomial, for instance rnz l rnz: such 
a monomial contributes to some multiplicity, and is expressed from the 
muhiphcities ma and ??&; concretely this means that the input 28 has been used 
twice while the input ‘b’ has been used three times. . . h particular, linear 
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functors are those where informations are used once; for instance application of a 
function to an argument is linear in the function (not at all in the argument!), 
similarly projections are linear. It seems that the general idea of an ‘eval~tion 
operation’ is well represented by the idea of a linear functor: it is by following this 
principle that we arrive at the interpretation of disjunctive types in Appen& B: 
this interpretation is very different from the usual ones, and satisfies all 
imaginable requirements. 
&calcuhrs is easy to interpret: it sufllces to solve the equation Int(A)*A =A which 
is quite an obvious thing. It can be shown that the interpretation of normalizable 
terms are always with finite coefficients (i.e., multiplicities). This makes an 
essential use of asymmetric interpretation of normal proofs (three-valued seman- 
tics of cut-free proofs) familiar from work in proof-theory, see [3]. In fact it is 
possible to chop the models in many slices that measure the degree of finiteness 
of the objects; very little is known about these slices. One will also End in the text 
a very simple proof (under simple assumptions) that the fixed point of the syntax 
coincides with the smallest fixed point. 
The system of Giidel, 9, is easily interpreted too; one has only to define the 
atomic states corresponding to integers in such a way that the primitive recursion 
will be interpreted: here the atomic states will be of the form Nk (equal to k) and 
UA (strictly greater than k); without the Uk’s the equations do not hold with 
variables. (The Q’s are also very useful for the interpretation of the p-operator, 
see Section 4.) All the interpretations have finite coefficients. 
It would have been the place then to consider systems with variable types, 
typically the system $ introduced by the author in [2], and which contains 
second-order types. This requires some modification of the original pattern, and 
so this makes another paper. This has been done by the author in [9] using 
qualitative domains. More recently A. Martin0 did it with power series. 
Section 7 finds its origin in a discussion with Per Martin-LW he expressed the 
idea of interpreting a random algorithm as a measure on some space (e.g., a Scott 
domain). The question solved here is just to find which is the right way of 
encoding the measure so that the operations between such measures become 
effective. 
Finally let us mention a paper where ideas of counting multiplicities (in the 
framework of modules) appeared: this is the work of Main & Benson [6], which 
has at least some superficial analogy with what we present here. 
Added in print. It appp,ars now (October 1986) that the main interest of the 
paper is the general analogy with linear algebra. The analogy brought in sight 
new operations, new connectives, thus leading to ‘linear logic’. The treatment of 
the sum of types (Appendix B) contains implicitly all the operations of linear 
logic. What has been found later is that the operations used here (e.g., 
linearization by means of ‘tensor algebra’) are of logical nature. 
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0 The category SET of sets is defined by: 
ob_: sets, moqddM?s: functions. 
Set wiU be the ciass of objects of SET, whereas SET&y) wiii denote, as 
the set of ail morphisms from x to y. It wiii be often convenient to use 
the notation y5 
12. 
copies’ of SET: 
Let A be a set; the category SET” is defined as the p&uct of ‘A 
We can in fact use the foliowing representation for objects and 
morphisms of SET% the obje43s are formal sums Ca4 x~. a with x= E Set for ali 
~EA;themorphismsfromE,ti ,, x l ato~o~yo~a81cefoIlplalsumsC~~f~~a, 
with fe E SET@,, ye) for ail u E A. 
Consistent with our notations of l.l., Seti wili denote the class of objects of 
w, whereas SW@, u) wiil denote the set of ali morphisms from u to u. By 
the way, we shaii often use the vectorial notation to denote objects and 
morphisms in SET@? In particular, a will denote the object Cetix6 4, with 
xb=O(i.e. =e)exceptfor~=u,inwhichcaseq,=l(={~}). 
13. . (i)AnobjectofSETisfiniteifitisfin.iteasaset;itisaninteger 
if as a set it is an integer, i.e., a finite ordinal. 
(ii) An object II = C x, l a or‘ SEF is j&z& iff the sum is of fmite support (i.e., 
aU X,‘S but a finite number are zero) and ali coefficients x, are finite. Moreover, if 
ah coe8icients X, are integers, then u is said to be integrul. Int(A) denotes the set 
of ali integral objects of SEP. 
1.4. . (i) In SEF aU direct sys&ms adwtit direct limits. 
(ii)IRt(u,,~)beadiredsystenrinSETandlet01,~)beacartdidateforits 
dired limit, i.e., f E SET&, u), ffij=J. Then (u,&) =Ib(&,&) iff the hV0 
foibwing corns are-d: 
OJnion Property) u= ui %G). 
(Equality property) If z;-, zi E h ore such that&) =&(zi), then for some jai 
one h&s: f(q) =k(zi’). 
&) be a direct system in SEP, with ui = C, US l a, fij = C,f$ l a. 
T;hen &cS_, ,&) = (C, U” l a, Ca f 4 l a) where U* and ff are defined by 
(uU, f 3 = lim(uS, f$)* 
Let us first recall that we mean by direct system a directed inductive 
system, i.e., that the index set Z is directed. Also observe that, although we speak 
of ‘the’ direct limit, this limit is only up to isomorphism: if R is an 
iso to v, then (v, is also ‘the’ direct limit of (Ui, Jj), and 
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conversely any direct limit for (a,,&) can be expressed.(given a direct limit (u,J)) 
in this way, with a unique b. 
Property (iii) of the proposition is immediate: direct limits can be computed on 
each co-ordinate; by the way this reduces (i) to the case A = 1. In order to 
compute the direct limit of (Ui,fii) in SET, we consider the disjoint sum of the 
ZQ’S, i.e., the set U = {(i, z); z E Ui}. On U we deGne an equivalence relation R by 
(i, t) = (j, z’) iff for some k a i, j: fti(z) r&(z). Then we let u = tJ/R and 
R(z) = i, the equivalence class of z modulo R. We leave the details of checking 
that (u,&) is the direct limit of (Ui,&) and similarly, the straightforward 
characterization of (u,fi) by means of the pair of conditions of (ii). 0 
1.5. Theorem. In SEF, every object can be expressed as the direct limit of a 
system (d&), with 4 E M(A). 
Proof. Let u = Cq u, l II E Seti; we define the index set I to consist of all &rite 
sums i = i, . a of finite subsets of u,; i, c u,. We order I by C. i, s Co ja ifE i, cja 
for all a. When i S j, we define J@ from i to 3 to be the sum c, ff l o of the 
inclusion maps from the Q’s to the ja’s. Furthermore we can defhre$ from i to u 
to be the sum z,ri l Q, where ri is the inclusion map from i, to u,. Then it is 
plain that (u,$) = 5(&f), so u is the direct limit of a direct system of finite 
objects. Of course these &rite objects can be replaced by isomorphic ones, so u is 
also the direct limit of a direct system of integral objects. 0 
1.6. De&&ion. (i) A morphismf E SEF (u, V) is injective ifE all its coefficients fp 
are injective functions. 
(ii) A morphism f E SEP (u, u) is surjective if all its coefficients f4 are 
surjective functions. 
(We have preferred to keep the more expressive terminology ‘injective, 
surjective’ instead of ‘mono, epi’ morphisms: keep in mind that the categories we 
are dealing with are very easy to understand, so abstract considerations are not 
always very useful. . .) 
1.7. Proposition. Assume that I is a non-empty set (AL B.: in some applications’ we 
need I to be infinite), and that f E SET@‘, y) for i E I. Then (x, 8’) is the pull-back 
of the family f of morphismr (notation: (x, g’) = Aif’) iff the foIlowing holdr : 
(i) g’ E SET@, xi) for all i. 
(ii) fig’ = f'g' for all i, j E I. 
(iii) Given any family (z’), z’ E xi such that f’(z’) = fj(zj) for all i, j E I, one can 
findauniCluezfxsuchthatz’=g’(z)foralliEI. 
Proof. The proposition is folkloric; it can be taken as the definition of the 
pull-back in the category SET. 0 
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. (i) In SEF we have 
# forollaEA (u,,g;)=f’& 
(ii) In SW puU-backs always exist. 
on each 
de6nition 
(i) expresses that pull-backs cau be computed separately 
coordinate. This is immediate if one has in mind the category-theoretic 
of pull-backs. (ii) can be reduced, in view of (i), to the case A = 1, i.e., to the 
case of SET. In order to construct the pull-back of thef”s 6 E SET@, y)) simply 
take the product X of all x”s. In X, consider the subset x formed of all sequences 
(z& such that fi(zi) = fi(t’) for all i, i E 1. The functions gi E SET@, xi) are 
defioned bY gi((zi)jd = 2. It is plain that conditions (i)-(iii) of Proposition 1.7. 
are fuHled, so (x, gi) is ‘the’ pull-back of the f’s. Cl 
i 
la. (i) Full-backs should not be confused with intersections; for 
instance, if f E SET(3, l), g E SET(2, l), then the pull-back of fi g is (6, (h, k)), 
with h E SET(6,3), k E SET(6,2), defined by: 
h(0) = h(3) = 0, A(1) = h(4) = 1, h(2) = h(5) = 2, 
k(O) = k(2) = k(4) = 0, k(l) = k(3) = k(5) = 1. 
(ii) This shows that pullbacks are more complicated than in categories like 
ON (see [4]); this is because, in ON, all morphisms are injective functions. In fact 
p&backs have a lot to do with injectivity: in SEF, injectivity of morphisms can 
be characterized by means of pull-backs. To say thatf E SEP (u, u) is injective is 





is carte&u, i.e., is a pull-back diagram (with I=2, x”=xl=x=u, y=v, 
p = f 1 = f, go = g’ = i, (the identity of u)). 
As a consequence, as soon as a functor preserves pull-backs, then the image of 
an injective morphism will be an injective morphism. 
1.10. . Assume that f, g E SET& z). Then the kernel Kerdf, g) off 
and g is characterized by the following conditions: 
(i) Ker(f, g) is a morphism whose target is y; let x be such that Keru, g) E 
=‘I’@, y). 
(ii) Ker(j@, g) is iniective. 
(iii) 7%~ range of the function KerCf, g) h equal to the set {t; f (t) = g(t)}. 
hoof. Once more a 
kernels in SET. Cl 
1.11. Proposition. (i)
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folkloric result which can be taken as the definition of 
Iff =ILfo~aandg=C,g,~a, then 
(ii) In SEF, kernels always exist. 
Proof. (i) is a triviality from the category-theoretic definition of kernels; this 
means that the kernels can be computed separately on each coordinate. 
(ii) can be reduced to the case A = 1, i.e., to the case of SET: take x to “w the 
set {t; f (t) = g(f)} and let Keru, g) be the inclusion map from x to y. 0 
l.l2. Remarks. (i) The equality of two morph&s can be expressed in terms of 
kernels: f =g (iff, g E SET?(y, z)) iff Kerdf, g) is surjective. 
(ii) If ) E SET&, y) is injective, then & can be expressed as Ker(J g) for some 
well-chosen J g and some well-chosen z such that f,gESEp(y, z). As a 
corollary, a functor preserving kernels will preserve injectivity of morphisms. 
Hence normal functors will have two reasons to preserve injectivity of morph- 
isms: preservation of pull-backs and preservation of kernels. . 
(iii) All these definitions will be used in Section 2 to define the concept of a 
normal functor, preserving direct limits, kernels and pull-backs. Typical examples 
of such functors are given by the sum and the product (both binary, see below for 
their precise definition). Our claim is that, to some extent, there is no other 
normal functor, i.e., that up to isomorphism, a normal functor can be expressed 
by means of sums and products. This will be proved in Section 2, by showing that 
“any normal functor is analytic”. An analytic functor is a functor expressed by 
means of sums of monomials 
C *I. . . nl,al,..., nk.ak;b ’ Xa1 x2 l b
The coefficients c__ will define the functor up to isomorphism; now the product 
x nl 01 l l 0x2 is equal (or isomorphic) to the set of all morphisms in SEP from 
nl*al+ l -+nk-aktoxl~al+ . l l +Xk l aka This is why expressions SETA(d, X) 
occur in the notations for normal functors. A last word about the relation 
between ‘normal’ and ‘analytic’: the analytic&y of normal functors will be 
established by means of a normal form theorem, i.e., a unique representation 
theorem involving morphisms as parameters; by counting the number of possible 
normal forms for a given functor and a given input, we shall essentially find a sum 
of expressions SET@& x), and this is how the theorem works. We now introduce 
the notations for Section 2: 
13. Notations, We shall denote i, the identity of x in SET; in SETA the identity 
of u will be denoted i,. However, in some cases, we shall simply note these 
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*x&y morphisms x,u, fbr instance, in power series expansions 
Cs Cnb. SETA( which denotes the product (see below) of a set Cd,b with a 
function SET”(hfi; of course, Cdb should be replaced by the identify af Cab 
By the way, let us introduce SEp(d,f): this is a function fkom SEp(d, II) to 
Sm(d, v) defmd, whenf E SET’& u), by SE’l!(d,f)(h) =jk 
Let us close these remarks on the notations for morphisms by saying that very 
often in the definition of a functor the part of the defmition concerning 
morphisms will be omitted, because it is just like the definition for objects, for 
. 
lllmmcein 
F&Q = 2 Cd6 l SET(d, u) etc. 
d 
The ‘etc.’ means that the definition on mOrphisms is &df) = Cd Cd,b l SET(d,f). 
. (i) The fknctor sum fkom SET x SET to SET is defined by: 
Iff E SET@, x’), g E SET& y’), then f + g E SET@ + y, x’ + y’) is defined by 
(ii) The functor sum fkom SEP x Skp to SEF is detied by 
135. . This should be now the place of listing properties of the sum: the 
sum is commutative, associative, 0 is neutral etc. However these properties are 
not literally true, but only up to isomorphism: for instance there is an 
isomorphism (bijective natural transformation) between the functors F(u, u) = 
I + u etc. and the functor G(u, u) = u + u etc. There is no harm in identifying 
two isomorphic sets provided ‘functoriality’ is preserved, i.e., that this is 
compatible with the action of morphisms. In practice, we shall often consider that 
the sets to which one applies the sum are disjoint, so the sum will simply be a 
union. 
1.16. De6nition. (i) We define the functor product from SET x SET to SET by: 
x*y={(t,u);tExanduEy}, df l g)Ws UN = df(t)~ iw)= 
(ii) We define the functor product from SET x SEF to SETA by 
x-Cy,-4=2(x-y&a etc. 
4 0 
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1.17. Remark. It would now be the place to state the obvious associativity and 
distributivity properties of the product; the problem is the same as with the sum: 
this is true up to isomorphism. In practice we shall use the sum and the product as 
freely as we would in a vector space, although the basic ‘field’ is SET! 
l.l& Dehition. An object of SE’I? is said to be recursive when it is the direct 
limit of a recursive direct system Q&J”) with the 4’s in Int(A). In fact this 
implicitely implies that 
-A is effectively enumerated (in practice this is always the case). 
-The index set I is effectively enumerated, aad the order of I is effective; in 
practice, one can always take I = l+L 
Recursive objects are closed under all reasonable operations. In the sequel, we 
shall rarely mention the recursivity of the objects, because this is most of the time 
obvious. The notion of recursivity can be transferred to normal functors: normal 
functors can be represented by objects of SET*nt(A)’ B etc. 
2. Normal! and anaIy& fimctors 
2.1. Definition. Let F be a functor from SETA to SETS; F is said to be m-1 if 
it commutes with the following limits: 
(i) direct limits, i.e., directed inductive limits, 
(ii) pull-backs (including infinite pulLbacks), 
(iii) kernels. 
. 
2.2. Deiinition. Let F be a functor from SETA to SETB. F is said to be andytic if 
one an find a family (cd)ddnt(A) of objects of SETB such that F-is the functor: 
F(u) = 2 SET%& u). Cd, F(f) = c SETA( c& 
&Int(A) deInt(A) 
2.3. Theorem. Let F be a jknctor from SETA to SETB. Then F is normal iff F is 
isomorphic to an analyticfunctorfrom SEF to SETB. 
Proof. This theorem will indeed be the main result of this section, and we 
postpone its proof for a while; see 2.8. 
2.4. Comments. (i) The term ‘normal’ comes from the fact that normal functors 
enjoy a kind of ‘normal form theorem’, analogous to the Cantor Normal Form 
theorem and to the Normal Form Theorem for dilators [4]. 
(ii) The term ‘analytic’ comes from the fact that an analytic functor has really a 
‘power series expansion’, analogous to the power series which arise in complex 
analysis. Of course no deep connection with complex analysis can be reasonably 
expected! 
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When Fis analytic, we can also use the notation 
stresses the analyticity. If A where linearily ordered, then it would even be 
to replace, when U=&U#VB and d=nl*al+--+nk~ak with 
JhS . . ..n&O and a+ l . l >ak, the 6monomial’ rrd by the other monomial 
a1 U @l  uzetc. 
consider thz functors Fb from SE’l? to SET such 
thenit&&&iMhat 
. The fundors l$ are analytic: if Cs = CbEB Cs.a l lb 
It will turn out later that the family (C4J indexed by M(A) l B plays an 
essential role. 
Let F be a functor from SEF to SET. If u E Set! and z E F(u), 
then afbnn foi z (w.r.t. F and rr) is any 3-tupie (z*, d,/) such that: 
(i) d&se, (iii) z’ E F(d), 
(ii) f E ==‘%?a u), (iv) z = F(f)(P). 
We use the notation 2 = lz*, d, f; uIF to summarize these facts. 
27. . Let z = lz*; d;f; a& be a form. Then 
(i) The f&m is said to be lulnnal when it enjoys the following universal 
given any other form t = b*; e;g; z& (same F and u) there is a wrique 
(cl, e) such that y* = F(h)(P), i.e., y* = Ir*; d; &; elF. Normal forms 
are represented by (- - l ) instead of I- l -I: z = (P; d,f; u). 
(ii) The form is said to be satzuated if given any form z* = IL**; c;g; dlF, then 
the morphism g is surjective. 
(iii) When d is finite, the form is said to be finite; when d is integral, the form 
is said to be integral; whenfis an isomorphism the form is said to be nivial. 
2%. . Let F be a jimctor from SEF to SET. The following are 
equiuaknt: 
(i) F is rwrmal. 
(ii) F is isomophic to a rwmuljknctor. 
(iii) (Normal form property) Given any u E Se@ and any z E F(u), then z has 
a&site normal form w.r.t. Fand u, i.e., z = (z+;d;f; uJF with dfinite. 
The proof of the theorem is postponed; let us remark that 2.8 implies 2.3: 
6eB Fb(u) l b etc., then F is normal iB all Fb’s are normal, Fis 
all Fb% are analytic. 
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. We consider the functor F(x)=r2 (=x-x), F(f)=f2 (=f l f)
from SET to SET and we consider the point (4,4) in F(23). 
(i) Let f be any function from 7 to 23 such that f(3) = 4; then (4,4) = 
((3,3); 7; f; 231p This form has no special property. 
(ii) Let g be any function from 6 to 23 such that g(1) =g(S) = 4; then 
(4,4) = j(1, 5); 6; g; 23jF = I&l); 6; g; 23jF. These forms have no special 
Propety- 
(iii) Let h be the function from 1 to 23 deked by h(0) =4; then (4,4) = 
j(0, 0); 1; R; 23jF. This form is saturated. But the form is not normak if we use 
example (ii) above, it is not possible to write (1,s) as j(0, 0); 1; h’; 6jR But the 
normality condition is verified on example (i). 
(iv) Let k be the function from 2 to 23 defined by A(O) = k(l)= 4; then 
(4,4) = I(O, 1); 2; k; 23jF. This form is both normal and saturated. The same is 
true of the symmetric form (4,4) = j(1, 0); 2; k; 231F. As a matter of fact, normal 
forms are always saturated, but we already know that saturated forms may be 
non-normal. 
2.10. Propo&ion. Let z = (z*, d; f; u)~ be a normal form. Then 
(i) Ifz=(z+;d;g;ulFforsomeg, thenf =g. 
(ii) Zfz=ly*;e;g;uIFZethbetheunQueso!utionofy*=)z*;d;h;e(F. Then 
f=gh. Moreovery*=(z*;d;h;e)p 
(ii) If z = (y’; e; g; u)~, then there is a unique isomorphism h from d to e such 
that y * = F(h)@*). Moreover f = gh. 
Proof. (i) Consider the trivial form z = lz; u; i,; uIF: by universality of the 
normal form, the equation 2 = lz*; d;g; uIF has only one solution in g, namely 
s=$ 
(ii) By ‘composition of forms’, we obtain z = jz*; d;gh; ulp So by (i) we 
obtain gh =J It remains to prove that the form 19; d; h; eJF is normal: but if 
y+qy**; e’; h’; eJF, then z = jy**; e’;gh’; uIF and so the equation y** = 
jz*; d; k; e’lF has exactly one solution in k. 
(iii) is left to the reader. 0 
2.11. Proposition. Let F be a fknctor from SETA to SET enjoying the normal 
form property 2.8(iii). Then F is isomorphic to an analytic jknctor. 
Proof. Let us see the way F acts on normal forms: we claim that, when 
f E SETA(u, v), F(f)((z*; d; h; u)~) = (9; d;J%; v)~ (Proof. 0ne has to show 
the normality of the form lz*; d;fh; v(~ Since F enjoys the normal form 
property, lz*; d;j&; ulF = (z**; e;m; u), for some z**, e, k, and z* * 
F(k)@**). By 2.1O(ii) the form Jz**, l e; hk; ulF is normal, so by 2.lO(iii) applied 
to the normal form? (z+*;e; hk;u), and (z*;d; is an isomorphism, 
hence the form lz*; d;flir; ujF is normal. Cl) Now, E IntUG consider 
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the set Xd of all points z E F(d) such that the form jz; d; ia; d(, is normal. On X, 
we define an equivalence r lation Rd by 
z =z; (mod&) 8 z = F(f)(d) for some automorphismfof d. 
For each equivalence lass modulo Rd, we select an element in the class, and we 
de&~ Cd to be the set of all selected @nts. Then we get a unique normal form 
l given u E Sep and z E F(B), there WC unique d E Int(A), z* E Cs and 
84) such that 2 = (z*; d;f; u). (proof. 2 has a finite normal form 
IF; using au isomorphism R from some integral object d to e, we can 
obtaiu an integral normal form (y*+; d; &g; Y)~ for z. Now, by 2.10@) y** E &, 
so there is a unique poiut z* E C1 such that y** =z* mod&. Let k be an 
ofdsuchthaty- =F(k)(z*);thent=(z*;d;f&withf =kgk 
the solution is a clear consequence of 2.lO(iii). Cl) In other terms, 
put iu bijection with the set of all 3-tupks (d,J z*) such that 
dEInt(A), f &Ep(d, (I) and z* EC,+ This set is precisely the sum 
& EWA)S@(d, u) l C,+ Moreover, if hm is this bijection, and if h”(z) = 
(a& z*), then for auy u and g E SE’I?(u, u): h,(F(g)(z)) = (d, gf, z*). So, if we 
define an analytic functor G by 
G(a)= c SEp(d, u) l Cd, 
dsIpt(A) 
G(f) = x SEp(d,f) l cd, 
tMnt(A) 
it is plain that &F@) =*&I& and since the h,‘s are bijections, F is isomorphic 
to the analytic functor G. 0 
232a . If F is on analytic functor from SEF to SET, F enjoys the 
nondfonn property. 
Assume that FW = C&Int(A) ud l Ca etc. Any point in F(u) is a 3-tuple 
9) with z* E Cs and f E SEP(d, IL). If ~e F(d) is defined by ~0 = 
(d: id, z*), then it is plain that (d,J, z*) has the form Iq,;d;f; IF ad &at && 
it remains to prove that this form is normal: if (d,f, z*) = 
this means that d=e, f=hk9 y*=z* so (e&y*)= 
k is obviously uniquely determined. Cl 
2. Let F be a jiuzctor from SEP to SET enjoying the normal 
form property. l&n F is normal. 
injecti+ of morphisms: if f E 
;g;u)F and y=(y*;e;h;u)F be ~0 
means that (9; d;&; u)~ = 
such that z* = F(k)(y*), jb =&k; 
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(i) Fpreserues kernelk Assume that f, g E SETA(v, w) and let h E SEp(u, u) 
be their kernel. One must show that F(h) = Ker(F(f), F(g)). For this we must 
first check that F(h) is iQctive, but we have just seen that F preserves injective 
morphisms. We must also show that &F(h)) = {z; F(f)(z) = F(g)(z)} and in 
fact the only non-trivial point is the inclusion 3. So let us take 2 = (z*;d, R; u)~ 
and assume that F(j)(z) = F(g)(z); then by unicity properties of normal forms, 
jR =gk and this forces the existence of a (unique) R’ E SEp(d, U) such that 
M’ = k: but then z E rg(F(h)). So F(h) = Ker(F(j’), F(h)). 
(ii) F preserves direct limits. Assume that (u,&) = (Ui,&)* If z E F(U) 
consider its normal form (z*; d;f; u)~ Since d is finite and the index set I is 
directed, it will be possible to find some index i E I and some h E SET’(d, Ui) such 
that f =Jh. Then F(f) = F(J)F(h), so z E rg(F(J)). This establishes the equality 
F(u) = UiEI Q$JWIL so the union property holds. Now assume that xi= 
(zf;d;h;ui)F, ~:=Cyt; e; k; ui)F are such that Fu)(Zi) = Fu)(yi). Then without 
loss of general@ we can assume that d = e, zf = yf and then it turns out that 
Jh =Jk. Then it is easy to show the existence of some i+i such that&h =&k. 
(Use the equality property for (ai,,&), together with finiteness of d and directness 
of I.) Then FClr,)(Zi) = F&&i), so the equality property holds. We can conclude 
that (F(U), FG)) = %(F(Ui), F&))- 
(iii) F preserves pull-back. Assume that 8 E SETA(Ui, w), gi E SE’P(u, Ui) and 
(gi)=AielJ, the indexing set being non-empty, possibly infinite. Take a point 
t~F(~);fhen~=(t*;d;h;u)~ IfieI, ooasiderzi=(z*;d,g,h;tti)Fandthenit 
is immediate that Fu)(ti) = F(J)&) for all i, j E I, so this proves that (Zi)iEl is a 
point in the set x defined by the condition that x is the common source of the 
morphisms ki such that (ki) = /\iez F($). So we have defined a function f from 
F(u) to X. Conversely, given a point (+) in X, one has Fu)(Zi) = Fu)(Zj) for all 
i, j E I, and if one looks at the normal forms of the points Zi they must be of the 
form Zi = (Z * ; d; hi; ui)F and furthermore &hi =Jhj for all i, j E I. By definition of a 
pull-back, there is a morphism h E SEp(d, U) such that hi =gih for all i E I. So 
we fan associate to (Zi) Ex the point z = (z*; d; h; u)F of F(u): this function is 
called g and it is plain that the functions f and g are reciprocal. Finally it is 
immediate that F&) = kif, and this shows that (F(gi)) = l\iel Fu). Cl 
2.14. Theorem. If F is a normal functor porn SET’ to SET, then F enjoys the 
normal form property. 
Roof. The theorem results of a succession of lemmas. 
3. Lemma. All saturated forms w.r.t. F are finite. 
Let lz*; d; f; ulF be a saturated form w.r.t. F; assume that (d,J) = 
lb(di,&) with the di’s finite. Then since F is normal, (F(d), F(J)) = 
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lim((F(d), Fclr,)), and so there is some i such that z* E q&F(J)). But the form is 
saturated so& is surjective. Since 4 is finite, d is finite as well. Cl 
l Ifa~Set”, ift~F(u), tknzhusasatumtedfonn w.r.t. F, u. 
Let I be the set of finite subobjects Of cu, ordered by inclusion. To I we 
can assOciate the direct system (i,J$ whose direct limit is (cr, 4). It is possible to 
find irl such that t erg@@). We can assume that i has been chosen minimal 
for this property, and we have a form z = It*; i;J; &. This form is saturated, 
because if z* = Iy*;e;g; ‘1 I F and g is not surjective, then we can assume w.1.o.g. 
that g is one of the inclusions& with i s i (because g can be written&i) and then 
z erg@(J)), contradicting the minimality of i. 0 
Now we end the proof of 2.14: given z E F(u), consider the set of all 
integral saturated forms 1~:; 4; gj; ll(F. Let (J) = /\i,,gi and let c be the common 
source Of the Jk. Then since F is normal (F(J)) = &eEF(gi). This means the 
existence of y* E F(e) such that q = Ii for all i. Let y* = 12’; d; h; cjF be a 
saturated form for y*. Then 19; d;g&k; ulF is a saturated form for z. It remaius 
to pcove that this form has the universal property of normal forms: so assume that 
z = lx*; c;g; ulF. By Lemma 2.14.2, x* has a saturated form Ix**; b; R; cIF so 
z=b**;b;gk;ulF and so for some ieZx+*=q, b=e& (becam by Lemma 
so one can assume that b is integral) and g& = gi. Then 
The only missiig point is the unicity of the morphism h’ such 
comes from a general proprty of saturated forms w.r.t. 
a normal functor: 
28l43. If the form z = lz*;d;f; ulF is saturated, then the equation 
z = 19; &,g; ulF has exactly one sohtion in g, namely g =J 
Fh&. Take any solution of the equation z = 15; d; g; uIP Then if h = Ker(J g) 
one must have z* ~rg(Ker(Fv), F(g)))=rg(Ker(F(h)), and by definition of 
saturation, must be surjective, which forces f =g. 0 
The lemma completes the proof of 2.14. c1 
of2.8. Put together 2.11,2.12,2.13 and 2.14. Cl 
(i) Saturated forms w.r.t. a normal functor F are exactly those 
the unicity condition ef Lemma 2.14.3. More precisely, if the 
; id; dlF is not saturated, then it is possible to find u and z E F(u) 
such that the equation z = lz*; d;g; JF has at least two solutions in g: if 
t’ E rg(F@)) with b not surjective, choose u and J g E SEp(d, U) such that 
pC =g& andJ#g, and let z = It*; &f; ~1~ =lz*; d;g; u(~ 
(ii) Now we give the precise description of all possible saturated forms vy.r.t. a 
given normal functor. We start with a normal form 2 = 12; d; id; &. Then given 
any surjective morphism with source d, sayJSEp(d, e), the point z’ = F(~)(Z) 
is such that the form 12’; c; &; & is saturated. Of course, if one replaces f by &III 
where L is an isomorphism from c to e’, then we shall obtain an equivalent 
saturated form. In fact, if we are interested in generating only non-equivalent 
saturated forms, we can proceed as follows: 
(1) Select an equivalnce relation on d: this means, if d = Co n,. a, that i&l: +l 
a, we have an equivalence relation R,, on n,. We use the notation R = & Ra. a 
for such a ‘relation’. 
(2) If R is such an equivalence r lation, we can construct d/R = Co (da/R=) l a 
and the canonical surjections SR from d to d/R, defined by S’ = Co SR, l a. 
(3) Then consider zR = (z; d;S,; d/R)F, &?R = d/R. Then the pair (+, eR) 
defmes a saturated form w.r.t. F. 
(4) The forms obtained in (3) are non-equivalent. 
(5) All saturated forms w.r.t. F are equivalent to a saturated form obtained 
from a normal form via process (l)-(3) above. 
(iii) Let us for instance consider the functor F from SET to SET: F(x) =x3, 
F(f) =f3. If z* = @,I, 2), then any point z E F(x) has a normal form z = 
(z *; 3;f; x)~ Now we describe all possible saturated forms: 
(1) Forms [(O, 1,2); 3;f;&: this is the general normal form for F, and it 
corresponds to the equivalence r lation with 3 classes. 
(2) Forms j(0, 1,l); 2;f;&: the points enjoying such forms are all points 
(a, b, b). The corresponding equivalence r lation has two classes and 1 = 2. 
(3) Forms l(l, 0,l); 2;f;&: the points enjoying such forms are all points 
(6, a, 6). The corresponding equivalence relation has two classes and 0s 2. 
(4) Forms [(l, 1,O); 2;f;x(=: the. points enjoying such forms are all points 
(6,6, a). The corresponding equivalence r lation has two classes and 0~ 1. 
(5) Forms I(0, 0, 0); 1;f; xjF: the points enjoying such forms are all points 
(a, a, a). The corresponding equivalence r lation has one class: 0 = 1s 2. 
(iv) Let us summarize in which way the various preservation properties are 
used to obtain normal form: 
(1) Preservation of kernels entails a unicity property for saturated forms, 
namely Lemma 2.14.3. 
(2) Preservation of direct limits entails the existence ofsaturated forms as well 
as finiteness ofsuch forms: Lemmas 2.14.1 anti 2.14.2. 
(3) There is an obvious ordering between saturated forms for the same z, 
w.r.t. F and u; preservation of pull-backs hows that this (pre)ordering is
completely directed, so there is a maximu saturated form, which is the finite 
normal form. If we only require preservation of finite pull-backs, then the set of 
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saturaM fom will be direcM, but may have ao maximum element, because 
there may be Snitely many cuwquivalent satwated forms. 
The following data define the category SEp+SET% 
functorsfromSEP to SET? 
F to G: the set of all carte&u natural transformations fkom F 
all families (Z&w such that: 
(i) z E e(F(rr), G(M)) for all I E tit!. 
(ii) For aU , 0 &et?, for any f~set”(w, u) the diagram is cartesian. This 
meaus that the diagram is commutative and furthermore that (F(f), Q= 
z & G(j) (& indicates a binary pull-back). 
We shall often use the notation T(u) instead of Tu. 
2ol7. . (i)AsmcmethatinSE~-,SET, Tisamotphismji-omFtoG. 
;IkcnTsendsnonnolfonnstonormcrlfonnsbymeorrsof~fo~: 
T(pl)((t+; a;f; &I= (TW(z+); d;f; I)G- 
(ii) like CategoIy SEr’+SEp is closed under direct &m&v. 
PNB&. (i) it is immediate to check that IT(a)(P);&/; ulG is a form for 
T@)((z+; a;f; 4~). so we must prove that this form is normal. For instance the 
form is saturated: if T(d)(P)= G(g)(y*), then use the pull-back condition 
(F(g), T(e)) = T(d) & G(g) (go SEp(e, d)), which entails the existence of 
t** E F(e) such that z* = F(s)(P) and y* = T(e)(P). But the form 
jr*; d, f; ulF is saiurated, g is surjective, so the image form is saturated. If we use 
the fact that the original form is normal, then we get more: that g is an 
isomorphism, and this is enough to conclude that the image form is normal. 
(ii) The property is easily reduced to its particular case B = 1. If (I$, Q is a 
direct system in SEp+ SET, then the direct limit (if it exists) must be computed 
pointwise: F(x) = lim(&(x), T&x)) etc. This clearly defines a functor F from I 
SW to SET, andTwill be enough to check the normality of F, which will follow 
dram the normal form property for F. Now since the Tis are cartesian, they 
presence normal forms, and from this it is not very difific to tid the unite 
normal forms w.r.t. F. 0 
2. . (i) General natural transformations from F to G do not preserve 
normal forms, not even saturated forms. However, when the functions T(u) are 
injective, T will send saturated forms on saturated forms. 
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(ii) Let us give the example of a functor from SET to SET which preserves 
direct limits, kernels, finite pull-backs, but which is not normal: define F,(x) = 
x n+l, r;,df) =fn+1; when n G m, define a (non-car&an) natural transformation 
T,, from F, to Fm by 
The pointwise direct limit F of the system (F,, TM) preserves all kinds of limits 
we are interested in, but infinite pull-backs. This functor has no normal form 
property. In fact F(x) can be viewed as the set of all in&rite sequences 
@O ,g.*, a n, . . .) of points of x that are eventually constant. 
This example shows the importance of the carte&&y of the natural 
transformations: in many situations, it will be important to take direct limits of 
normal functors: this will be no problem as soon as the morphisms are cartesian. 
2.W. Remark. Now, it is expected that we prove a result of the form: given sets 
A and B, one can 6nd C (in fact C = Int(A) . B) such that SEF- SETB is 
equivalent to SET? Unfortunately, this is not the case: consider for instance the 
functor F(x) =x2, F(f) =f2 from SET to SET. There are exactly two cartesian 
natural transformations from F to itself, namely 
W)((e 4) = (a, 4, W)((a, b)) = (b, a). 
Now in any category SEF, the number of endomorphisms of C, u, l c is equal to 
the product of the cardinals card(uC)d’uc), and this cannot be equal to 2. 
Let us see what is wrong: cartesian natural transformations send normal forms 
to normal forms, and are therefore determined by their action on normal forms. 
Normal functors can be represented by means of power series using the normal 
form theorem (2.11) and here we don’t use all normal forms but just equivalence 
classes of normal forms. Then this way of representing normal functors cannot 
take s&o account the natural transformations which just consist of changing a 
normal form into an equivalent one, which is precisely the case for U above. 
However, this drawback, although irritating, is not as terrible as it looks: the 
functor App that we shall now define has enough good properties. 
2.20. Definition. Let A, B be sets; the functor AppAVB is defined as a functor 
from SET1nt(A) mB x SEF to SETB, as follows: 
. Theorem. APPEAR h a normal functor. 
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hoof. We have not defined normal functors in two variables, although one can 
expect very obvious analogies with the extant theory. In any case, in view of the 
obvious isomorphism between SmA)‘B x SEF and SETi”@)‘B+A it is clear 
thattl&lnakesVerygCXXl~nse. 
It is plain that our M is analytical. If we try to compute the coefficients of 
wB, we shah see that aU coefWents are either 0 or 1. More precisely App is 
determined by a Iist of coefhcients C.,,,, (as in 2.5) where (e, b) E Int(Int(A) l B + 
A). It is easy to see that the only nonxero coefficients are the &‘s such that e is 
oftbeform(8,b)+d~rsornedEInt(A),in~hichcaseC~,~=l. Infact,inthe 
first variabIe, our fundor is more than anaIytic: it is linear! Cl 
tiFbeorwn&jLnctorfromSE~toSE~. Thenitis 
object I ESE~~~‘~ sc(cIL &at, up to isomorpiukm, F is the 
~~(88, l ) l u is unique up to homorphism. 
Let G be an analytic functor isomorphic to F, and let (K& be the list of 
coeKtcientaofG.Thenifu=~ K &b &b l (d, b), it is plain that F is iSOlllO@liC 
withApp& g- cl 
Let’s go back to Remark 2.19: if T is a cartesian natural 
from F to G, and if isomorphisms between F and App(u, l ), and 
between G and App(u, l ) have been chosen, then it is not true that we can always 
represent T as App@ -) for an appropriate f E SETi”q?J eB(u, u). 
2.24. Let us give some examples of normal fimctors and their associated power 
series expansions: 
(i) The functor sum F(x, y) = x + y etc. from SET2 to SET can be written as 
l~SE’IS(r,x*r+y=f)+l~SETZCf,x=e+y*~ 
(e andfdenoting the ‘base’ of SEP). 
(ii) The functor product F(x, y) =x - y etc. from SEF to SET can be written 
as 
l-SEp(c+f,x-c+y-j’). 
(iii) The functor &gonuf from SET to SET’, F(x) =x . e +x l f etc. can be 
written as SET(l, x) l (e +j). 
(iv) There are extremely many other examples of normal fuuctors; they simply 
follow from the possibility of modelixing A4culus by means of the model A, of 
Section 3. 
3. P. There exivts a non-empty set A, together with a bijection q from 
A, onto ht(A,) - A,. 
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Roof. Using obvious cardinality considerations, the proposition holds as soon as 
A, is infinite. So let us ask for a little more, namely that Int(A,) . A, is ‘equal’ to 
A,, i.e., the isomorphism 4 is natural: we can define A, by the followZng 
inductive definition: 
(i) * E A,. 
(ii) If X is a fhite subset of A,, f a function from X to N-(o), a an element of 
A,, then df, a) E A-. When a = *, &is rule is subject to the restriction that X# 0. 
(iii) The only elements of A, are those generated by (i)-(ii). 
We dehe the function q from A, to Int(Aop) *A, IB follows: ~(df, a)) = (d, a) 
where d = x4 n, l 41 with n, =f(a) if a E domdf), n, = 0 otherwise; Q(*) = (0, *) 
witho=c,o~o. 
It is plain that 4 is a bijection. 0 
3.2. Remark. Int() can be viewed as a functor from SET to SET: when 
f E SET(A, B) 
So IntO . (0) is a functor from SET to SET. This functor preserves direct limits, 
so it will not be difficult to find a lot of fixed points for it! The set A, cmstructd 
in 3.1 is precisely one of them. 
The functor Int() also preserves pull-backs. But unfortunately it does not 
preserve kernels: for instance, if f is any permutation of the set 2 = (0, 1}, then 
Int(f)(O + 1) = 0 + 1 and this surely prevents the form 10 + 1; 2; id2; 21 from bemg 
normal. So the basic operations on types such as the arrow will not be 
represented by normal functors, unless we change our pattern, and this will 
render the interpretation of systems involving variable types impossible in this 
present framework. 
3.3. The modell IL. Let t be a term of A-calculus, and let x0, . . . , x,,_~ be a list of 
distinct variables including all free variables of t, which we shall also denote 
t[xo #*.=t x,-J. We shall construct a functor t* from SEF- x l l . x SETAm (n 
times) to SET?. (In fact t* will only be defined up to isomorphism.) 
3.3.1. Casre of a variable. Assume that t[xo, . . . , x,J = Xi. Then we define 
3.3.2. Case of an application. Assume that t[xo, . . . , x,-~] = u[xo, . . . , x,_~] 
CL v x0, . . . , x,J). If the functors u* and v* have already been constructed, 
let 4 be the bijection from A, onto Int(Aop) l A, constructed in Proposition 3.1; 
then 4 induces an isomorphism SET4 between SETAm and SET’“‘(Am)‘Am, hence 
the functor SET4 0 us is a functor from SETAm x l l . x SETAm to SET1nt(A-)m A . 
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Then we use the functor App”L of 2.12 as follows: 
t’ . . . p es-J = App(SETg(~*[uo, . . . s en-~]), u+[uo, . . .p u,-I]), 
t’ . . . ,_&-1] = App(sETp(~*~, . . l ,fn-I]), u*Ui~, . . . ,&I]), 
andthisdefinesafunctort*~mSE~x~**xSE~toSETA~. 
. . . . x”_~]=~y*u[x(j ,... , 
will be justifkd later 
enjoys the n + l-variable 
nt to the normality of u*, when 
U* admits a power series 
= cc &-•4,-1c.b l SET%~,,W,)=== SEp(e&_I, u,& l SEp(e, u), 




n + l-tupks (&, . . . 8 4 -1, 4 of elements of 
for morphisms. Then define the functors t,+,= by: 
the sum being taken over all n-tuples (4, . . . , d&-1) of elements of Int(A,). Now 
define the functor t+ from SW x l l l x SEpm (n times) to SET”‘qA-,‘Am by 
means of its components tz, (for e E Int(A,), Q E A,). Now let t be the bijection 
inverse to q; we detie t* to be SET%+. 
3a4. M tk fiurdors wnstructed in 3.3 are normal. (By the way this 
renders the d&n&ion 3.3 sound, since normality of the functors t* is used in the 
case of &abs&action.) 
induction on t, we prove that t* is 
t is a variable, then t* is a projection 
obviously normal. 
r, and such functors are 
(ii) If t is u(v), then t* is obtaiued from u*, u* (normal by induction 
hypothesis) by means of composition with SETl (normal because an isomorphism 
must be normal: it preserves eve !) and AeArn which is normal by 
Theorem 2.13; then t* must be normal. 
(iii) If t is Ay l u, then t* is obtained by composition of SET (normal because it 
is au isomorphism) and t+; t+ is normal because we have given its explicit power 
series expansion. 
Lett[x,,...,x,-,],wdyo,...,y,-*],...,w,-,ly,,..., 
terms of the A&&W, and let U~JJ,J, l . . , JJ,,,-~] =t[wo, . . ., w,_~] bethe 
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term obtained by substituting the wi’s for the xi’s in t. IThen u* & (isomorphic to) 
the result of composing t* with the wf’s: 
u+[uO 9.•- ¶ urn-11 = t*[wo*[uo, . . . , u,-11, l l l , w,*-I[&), . . . , b-1 I] etc. 
EMof. By induction on the term t: 
(i) t iS Xi; then 24 is Wd etc. 
(ii) t is t’(t”); then u is of the form u’(u”), and we can assume that the 
induction hypothesis holds for u* and u”, e.g., 
u’*[u(J, . . . . urn-+t'*[wo*[u~. . 9 urn-&. ..,wf_l[uo,...,um_l]] etc. 
Such equations will persist if we apply SET4 to both sides, and similarly if we 
apply AppAm to both sides. 
(iii) t is Azt’; in order to simplify the expressions, let n F m = 1; the induction 
hypothesis yields, with u’IyO, yl] = t’[wlyo], yl]: u’*[uO, ul] = t’*[w*[u& ul]. Now, 
t;+[q,, q] = c CMl,e l SETAm@,, vO) l SETA-& uI) and 
u2[uo, &I = c c&d*.0 l SEF-(4, w+[u& l SETAop(d,, vI). 
Now tLs(%) is’ the tifficient of SE?(e, &) in the expansion of tL*[q,, ul] and 
similarly, ui>(uO) is the coefficient of SEp(e, uI) in the expansion of uL*[uO, ul], 
and this forces the equality (in fact: isomorphism) u~~(u,J = t$(w*[uO]) (and the 
same for morphisms). Then, by applying SET to both sides, one gets u*[uO] = 
t*[h] etc. 0 
3.6. Theorem. Assume that the terms t and u are such that t+ u. Then t* and us 
are isomorphic @actors. 
proof, In the definition of t=j u, we have the iteration of several atomic 
possibilities of reduction. Most of them obviously preserve the associated 
functors, typically so-called ‘cu-conversion’, i.e., change of bound variables, and 
also the rules expressing the compatibility of the operations (0) and @. with 
conversion, not to speak of transitivity of conversion. The only real problem is 
with so called ‘/?-conversion’, that is ;ly . tb](u)d t[u]. So we must show that 
@y@](u))* = t’ ou u’. We shall do it in the special case where the A-term has at 
most one free variable x0: assume that 
C[uo, Ul] = c c&&a l SETAm(d,, ug) l SETAm(dl, ul) etc., 
then we I must show that (Ay . tb](u))*[u,-,] is naturally isomorphic to 
Ch,= l SETAm@, uO) l SETAm(e, u*[u*])) * Q ( = F&J etc.) 
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Then (~Y4mLrrol= Cd G&a l sm”(d, UO) etc. and (Ay . tb])* = SETo(Ayt)+. 
In order to f&n (ayt(u)* one first makes the composition SETP o(nyt)*, which 
yields (nut)‘; then one forms AppA”Aq(ayt)+[ej, u’[#tlj) and we obtain 
387. (i) So called ‘q-conversion’ is also valid for our interpretation. 
(ii) The model CoLlsttllcted is non-trivial: for instance (k. ily~)* and 
(a~. amy are n0t isomorphic. 
(iii) t* is defined up to isomorphism: so if we want t* to be well-defined, the 
co&Gents of t* will be cardinals (very often integers). So a typical question is to 
determine the behaviour of the coefficients of t+ w.r.t. the set A and the bijection 
Q- 
(iv) Let us explicitly write the interpretation of A and AP, taking into account 
the spe&ity of our solution (A,, q) found in 3.1; fkom the identification between 
Int(&,J l A, one can deduce a binary function (=, l ) fkom Int(A$ and A, to A,: 
- It is dear that functions from 6nite subsets of A,,, into N-(O) can be identified 
with elements of Iat( So when d E &(A-), c EA-, (d, c) is a well defined 
pointof&,exceptwhend=Oandc=*inwhichcaseweset(O,*)=*. 
-‘I&e functor App from SET? x SE’l? to SEF is defined by 
-Conversely, any normal functor F from SEP- to SEp= can be written 
so the functor F can be encoded by the object &o ud, - (d, a). 
Let (A, q) be the pair of a non-empty set A together with a 
A onto M(A) l A; to some elements of A, we attribute a level: 
If q(a)=(nI~al+=~=+nk*ak,b) and if &,...,ak have levels 
&I) , . . . , r(&), then l(u) is defined and l(a) = sup(l(~~~) + 1). For instance the 
points of level 0 are the points q"((0, 6)). 
(A, q) is said to be regular if all the elements of A have a level. The explicit 
pair (A,, q) of 3.1 is regular. 
39. Let (A, q) be a pair as in 3.8; for any integer n, we defme a 
normal fknctor’p, from Sm to itself by: 
where A, is the subset of A formed of those points of level < n. 
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3.10. Pmpo8ition. (i) pm opm =pwn,mP 
(ii) p&) = 0 etc. 
(iii) pm+&) = SET(SETQ(x)opn) etc. 
(In SEF(x)opn we compose an object of SETbqA)‘A with a normal functor from 
SYBF to itself: this means that we must replace SEF(x) by the functor it 
encodes, make the composition, then find a point in SeFA)oA encoding the 
result.) 
Proof. (i) A0 c AI l l l c A,, and pn is just the projection on SET% 
(ii) is immediate since A0 = 0. 
(iii) If vve define a normal functor p by p(x) = SE’P(SETI(+p,J, then 
since=p, is a projector. Then to prove that p and pa+1 coincide will amount to 
prove that p(a) =~,+~(a) for all Q EA: 
(1) IfI(a)cn, ~meansthatq(a)=(nl~al+*o~+nc,~ak,c)withI(ai)<n; 
then pn+&z) =ce; but SETQ(u) =Q(Q) encodes the functor F(Cbti u6 4) = 
U *1... Uz. c etc. and sirnce pn(Oi) = ai it follows that Fop, = F; then 
S%P(SEF(r)op.) = a. 
(2) otherwise, q(u) = (n, l u1+ l '+82kodZk,C), and One Of the @'S has Xl0 
level or a level Z(U~) an; then ~,+~(a) = 0; SET?(u) defmes a functor F as above, 
but now p,,(ui) = G for scme i, which means that p(uJl . l . p(u,,)"k l c will be 
zero: thenp(ei)=O. 0 
3.11. propoaiQion. Let p. be the projector &upping SETA onto its subcategory 
SETAm where A, = {a E A; l(a) is defined). When i g j s o we de@te tii a natural 
transformation porn Pi to Pi by: 
where h is the identify of la when a E Ai, fa is the only function from 0 to 1 when 
a E Aj - Ai, fo is the O&Y member of SET(0, 0) when a $ Aj* Then 
In particular, if (A, q) is regular, the identity of SETA will be the direct limit of 
the pfl’s. 
tif. More or less immediate: this says that A, is the union of the A,‘s. 
3. eorem. Let (A, q) be a regular pair. Then consider the two fixerf point 
operators dened on SET‘? 
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is a vector of Seti, then SETQ(u) entmkv a ntwmaljiuactor Fjkom SEP 
do SEI?; dhcn wle amr w&t&r tk v-m 0, F(O), F(F(O)), . . . , Ii”(O), . . . When 
d@= fnm E =‘I?WO, I;“(O)) by: fiM = F’Yfo,,,-Jr * 
damt)r~since~m~iso.~define 
, fAlb) = lim(F(O), fan). We pzit Yaa(r) = P(O). Zlie d&ith extm& to 
wlrcrr~sET’(r,u’);~focrY,isdhcdiradlirnitofphc~~~ 
0. l l +wIyrr))(0) etc. 
&a for instance show that Yb&) = Y,(u) when CI E Sep; then we 
) = H(H). By 3.11, (H, t-(H)) = (pm(H), L(H)) and sina ap 
@i&on of kalcul~ is represented by a normal functor, 
Pm+10648+10) = (w oPn)tPn+ZO) = HWPn+lO) = N(pn(H)); 
but the reduction rules a~ valid so H(pn(H)) = U(p,(H)(p,(H))) = Fn+l(0)- 
(iii) For similar reasous, &(H)(t,&H)) = fnm. 
men the w SyStem (p(O),fm) ami (p,(H)(p,(H))s fiullO(tRm(li))) 
coincide, so their direct limits are the same. 0 
3ol3. The two fixed points operations Yht and Yut are defined for 
arbitmy pairs (A, 4); both satisfy the fixed point eq-uation rr(Y(u)) = Y(U) etc. 
But in general they do not coincide. What remains is that Y- is a minimum 
solution to the tied point equation: concretely this means that there is a cartesian 
natural transformation from Ycat to I&, T, such that u(T(u))= T(u). Y is 
uniquely determined by this condition. 
ConsiderthesetB={N,,...,N =, . . .} where the 4’s are just distinct symbols 
for the integers 0, 1,2, . . . What is the possible meaning of the category SETB 
and of the related normal functors in terms of recursion theory? 
rs. Certainly the vector represents the integer 
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i. In particular when a normal functor F is such that F(Ni)‘= Nffil for some 
function f, one can say that F represents the function fi Observe that several 
normal functors may represent the same function. 
The zero vector 0 represents the absence of information, i.e., what corresponds 
to ‘undeterminated’ in usual partial recursion. A normal functor can represent a 
partial function f, provided we require that F(Ni) =O when f(t’) is 
undeterminated. 
4.2. Meaning of axM&ary objects. What about now a linear combmation such as 
Ns+N1,? This indicates the .Juperposition of the situations corresponding to N5 
and N1,. This ciln happen in the practice of computation: for instance we have an 
input N somewhere and 
(i) Either our indications are contradictory (one line says N = 5, another says 
N = 17), 
(ii) Or we may think of a probabilistic algorithm: the input N is determined by 
a random process, independent of the program, and the two possible values for N 
are 5 and 17. Here we are not interested in the relative weights of the inputs 5 
and 17. 
(iii) We can also think of a parallel algorithm: one processo r tries to find the 
answer using the value N = 5, the other tries to 6nd the answer using the value 
N=17. 
Now F is a normal functor from SETB to SETB; what is the meaning of the 
value F(N5 + NIV)? Say for instance that F(N, + NIT) = Nq + Nm + NB2: 
(i) This can indicate that our results are contradictory, just as our inputs. 
(ii) If we are working with a probabilistic algorithm, this means that, according 
to the random choices made, the values obtained are 4, 20 and 32. Of course 
more than two values can occur because we may ask several times for the value of 
N, and we are not forced to give the same answer. 
(iii) In terms of parallel computation, Iv4 + Nm + NBz just counts all the outputs 
that come from the independent lines of program that work parallelly. 
But what about an input (or an output) of the form 2 l N5 + 6 l N1,? In general 
this indicates as before a superposition of situations, but we take care of the order 
of mukipficity. The situation where this is the most easy to understand is the case 
of a parailel program: the output 2 . Ns + 6. N1, means that two independent lines 
of computation led to the value 5 whereas six other lines of computation led to 
the value 17. 
If we understand finite objects, there is not problem in understanding infinite 
ones. 
4.l3. The principle of positive information. This is just the remark that if we 
think of normal functors as effective operations, then functions and arguments 
appear as (recursive) direct limits of finite functions and arguments. Then the 
value F(x) also appears as a recursive direct limit. It is of course impossible to 
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predict anything negative like “coefficient 24, is zero” because at no finite stage we 
can be sure that u, is zero forever. But positive information of the kind “u,, is 
nonzero” or “u,, has at ieast p elements” can be effectively checked when they are 
true. This kind of fact is familiar from the theory of partial recursive functions 
and recur&e enumerabihty. 
For instance if we want to define a function using the line “if N is nonzero, 
then...” it is &ossible to use the coefficient of No for that purpose; but one can 
use the other coefficients. We shall see later that it is even more appropriate to 
introduce a e vector U0 which precisely says that the input is nonzero. 
l Consider the well-known parallel de!mition: 
f(O,x)=O, f(x,O)=O, f(n+l,m+l)=l. 
We propose to represent this function by the following binary normal functor 
F: 
in other terms, the definition takes into account the fact that there are two ways 
of computingf(0, 0): the order of multiplicity is 2. 
The coefficient of NI in the definition of F is simply the foilowing: assume that 
we want to evaluate F(3 l N,+7* N,, NI +2. N,); then the third defining 
equation may be used between 4 and 1 three times, between 9 and 1 seven times, 
between 3 and 7 six times, between 9 and 7 fourteen times: so the answer is 1 
(i.e., NI), with the multiplicity 3 + 7 + 6 + 14 = 30:30Nl. 
45. We define a set K by K = {No, UO, N,, UI, N2, U,, . . .} where 
the N% and 6’s are distinct symbols. 
Although it is prefdy possible to develop recursion C-J the basis of the set B 
so far considered, this leads to somewhat inelegant facts. For instance it is not 
possible to obtain any functor F from SETB to itself such that F(No)=No, 
F(Sh(x)) =NI where Sh is the shift functor (because Sh(0) =0 but NI is not a 
subobject of No). So, besides the Ni’s we shah add additional vectors, the (%:‘s: the 
meaning Of Ui alone is “the datum is strictly greater than i”. In particular U0 will 
be a positive way of sayiug that something is nonzero. 
We define the following normal functors from SETK to itself: 
0 i T’(no:No+~~u,+n,~N~+u~~~+~~~) 
+u,+~+-- etc. 
0 ii + T*(r) etc. 
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The objects n* of SETK are defined by: 
o* = No, (n + l)* = S*(n*), 
4.7. Examples. (i) The constant functions, the projection functions, the suoces- 
sor function can be represented by normal functors. For instance the successor 
function can be represented by S*. ‘ Represented’ means that (succ(n))* = S(P) 
for ti n. 
(ii) The class of functions that can be represented by (effective) normal functors 
is closed under composition. 
(iii) Consider the defining equation (for simplicity, only one auxiliary variable x 
has been used): 
and assume that g and h are already represented by G and H. Then observe that 
any object y of SETK can be uniquely written as a l No + b . V. + T*y’ for some 
sets a and b and some y’ E Set’! Then we define F by means of the equation 
F(xso*N,+b-Uo+T*y’)=a=G(x)+b=H(x, F(x,y’),y’) etc. 
This equation enables us to compute F(x, y) when y has finitely many nonzero 
coefficients, and in general via direct limits. 
This functor represents F: whenf(n, m) is defined then, F(n*, m*) =f(n, m)*. 
(iv) Consider the defining equation (for simplicity, of a unary function): 
and assume that g has been represented by the normal functor G. Write 
G(x, p*) = K$(x) -No + Z&(X) l U. + n{(x) dVl + z&(x) l @i + l l l etc. 
Then define the normal functor F by: 
F(x) = n:(x) l No + u:(x) l & + U:(X) l n:(x) l N 
+ U:(X) l U:(X) l Ul + t&x) l u&) l d(x) l N2 
+ Z&X> l U;(X) l U;(X) l U2 + . 9 l etc. 
In other terms 
F(x) = n:(x) 9 No + u:(x) 9 (U. + n;(x) 9 Nl + u:(x) l (Ul + n;(x) l N2 
+u~(x)(v,+~~~ 
It is immediate that F represents $ Maybe it could be of some interest to 
explain how we came to such coefficients: 
-The coefficient n:(x) of No gives us the number of lines of computation that 
lead to g(x, 0) = 0, the number of times we know that g(x, 0) = 0. 
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-The coetient z&x) of W0 tehs us how many times we know that g(x, 
each time we know this, we deduce that f(x) # 0. 
- In order to conclude that f(x) = 1, we must know that g(x, 0) # 0 (we know it 
4~) times) and g(x, 1) = 0 (we know it n&) times): this expIains the coefficient 
of Na:&# l n&)m 
aa8 (i) The use of the vectors Ui comes from the fact that we do not 
want S* to leave 0 unmoved; this is quite natural, because in a computation, 
when we know that the result is the suc&ssor of something, even if we are not 
able to ooolpute this something, we have got some information. One coufd 
ansider other basis vectors, corresponding to other kinds of information on 
integers. 
(ii) S* has exactly one fixed point, namely U0 + U1 + U” + l l l This object is one 
of the most typical possibIe outputs: for instance if we want to compute X0, and 
at some stage we discover that X0 =succ(&), then trying to compute X1, we 
obtain Xx =suoc(X2) etc., then the resuh should be represented by V0 + U1 + 
u;+*-• 
But this infinite object (let us caU it Urn) is even more interesting as an input: 
in Example 4.?(Yj if we try to evahrate F(x, Ui,) we get: F(x, EL,) = 
H(x, F(x, Urn), U,). In particular, when H does not depend on its last argument, 
this means that F(x, EL) = H(x, F(.x, Ua)) etc. and so F(x, l&J is just the smahest 
tied point of the functor H(x, l ).
(iii) We have represented recursive functions by recursive normaI functors. It is 
plain that the representation takes into account the wav the function has been 
defined. For instance the binary functor representing the function sum is not 
symmetric. It seems reasonable that the semantic of functions keeps some trace of 
the original algoridrm, provided this trace is not. some kind of fuzzy ‘inten- 
sionaIity’, but -as we do it here, some simple and manageable structuraI 
information. 
(iv) It is not very clear which kind of recursive functions should be interpreted 
by means of normaI functors: cIearIy alI partial recursive algoAms have a simple 
and natural interpretation. But one can also think of algorithms 
-that ahow parallel possibihties of computing the values, such as the one 
considered in 4.4. 
- We can even imagine algorithms giving inconsistent answers, for instance 
f(0, x) =o, f(x, 0) = 1. 
The normaI functor F(no~~~+~=~,rno~~~+===)=no~~~+rno~~~+rno.~~ 
takes care of this algorithm without any problem. Now is there any real interest in 
developing the recursion theory of such algorithms? If there is any this seems to 
be a rather starightfonvard matter. 
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5. Normal fbnctors and fimctionab of 6&e type 
5.1. Definition. The finite types are given by: 
0 i 
0 ii . . . 
( ) In 
( ) iv 
int is a finite type. 
Ifoandtarefinitetypes,thenaxzisafinitetype. 
Ifaandzarefinitetypes,tlhena~zisafinitetype. 
The only finite types are those given by (i)-(iii). 
$2. Debition. Let Q be a finite type (for short, let us say ‘a type’); then we 
defme a set a* as follows: 
(i) int* = K (the set considered in 4.9, 
(ii) (a x t)* = Q* + z*, 
(iii) (o+ t)+ = M(P) l 2’. 
5.3. D&&ion. If o is a type, then the category of objects and morphisms ‘of 
typ; a’ will in fact be SET? 
5.4. &mark. (a x z)+ is a disjoint sum; this means that we must first replace cP 
and ‘t* by disjoint isomorphic sets, typically {Cl} x o* and (1) x z*, and then take 
their union. In practice, we shall always implicitely assume that & and z* are 
disjoint, so that (a x t)* will be their union. The reader will reconstitute himself 
the correct underlying construction. 
5.5. Inteqretatlon of GGdel% 5 (I). Here we concentrate on the part of G6del’s 
$ which has nothing to do with the intended meaning of the type int, i.e., the 
terms built from the variables by means of application, I-abstraction, pairing and 
projection, in a way compatible with the type structure. 
Assume that t (= t[q, . . . , x,]) is a term of type z, and that x1, . . . , x, are 
distinct variables of respective types al, . . . , a, including all free variables of t; 
then we define a functor t* from SET@ x l l l x SEF to SE” as follows: 
5.5.1. Case of a variable. t is x:; then t* is the projection functor 
t*[u* B l l ’ 8 Un] = Ui etc. 
5.5.2. Case of an application. Assume that t and u are of respective types 
O+p and 8; then one defines (t(u))* by 
(W)*[VI, l . . 9 v,J = Appe*‘P*(t*[v~, . . . , v,,], u*[q, . . . , v,,]) etc. 
5.5.3. Case of a A-abstraction. If t is of type p, t = t[xl, . . . , x,,, y], and y is of 
type 8, then we have already constructed t* admitting the power series 
expansion: 
mkl 9 . . . , u,, v] = 2 Cdl...4p.a 9 SET“$&, ul) l l l SEp( ) l SET”(e, v) 
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and (Ayt)’ is de&d as expected by its components on couples (e, u): 
5.5.4. Cke ofa coupk. With the abuse of notations of 5.4, assume that t, u are 
of types 6 and p; then the components of (t, u)+ are 
5.5.5. 
(t, u): = c when II E 8*, 
(t, u)g = l(b* when b E p*. . 
tieofaprojection. Assumethattisoftype8Xp;then 
(x9).* = c for a E &I+, 




hmf.Thisissimilartotheresull t already obtained 
f&en they have the same 
for hcakuhs (3.6). By the 
way obrve that the ‘t/-rules’ Ay . a(y)4 a and (J&Z, I&Z)+ 4 are sound for this 
interpretation. 0 
5.7. ~zunethatxisanobjectofSE~, andletHbeanormtdfiuzctor 
~~~~S~XSET%OSET? T%enitispossiibktojindanomudfhc~rFfiom 
Sm to SEP sa&jj@ng dte equation: 
F(u l No + b l N1 + T+(u)) =a*x+b-H(F(u),u) etc. 
Let Sk be the category SEvbb---Dfi-l*Q-l}. Then using the defining 
equation for F, we can obtain normal functors Fk from Vk to SEF: 
(i) P(0) = r) etc. 
@; 4@+‘(a l No .+ b . &vi + T+@)) = a . s + ,k . _y(Fk@), e; &_ 
By trivial considerations on normal functors, it is immediate that the functors 
I;l are normal. 
Now @‘c%&==.,%~c l l l c SETK; the functors Fk extend one another. 
Then we can define a functor F” on the union V of the categories Vk, 
corresponding to those objects and morphisms whose coefficients are ahnost all 
zero: F”’ is simply the ‘union’ of all the Fk’s. 
The crucial pint will be to determine the relationship between normal forms 
w.r.t. Fk and w.r.t. Fk% Let Q E A and assume that z = (x*; d;p; O)Fi is the 
normal form of z E FoA(11); then z = jr*; d; f; u(~+I. We show that this form is 
too: Assume that z = ly *; c; g; u [*+I; then by a pull-back argument (recall 
+’ is normal) it is possible to c, x*, f’ and g’ such that #’ =gg’ and 
2’ = Ix”; c;/‘; and y* = Ix*; c; I~+I. The existence of the morphism f 
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forces c to belong to the category VA, so z* = Ix*; c;f’; a(e and we m -me 
without loss of generality that f’ =&, c=d, x* =z*. 'pzlen f =a' ad 
y+= Ff+'(g')(z*). It remains to prove that g’ is uniquely determined by the 
condition& Assume that C=n~“N~+u~o~~+‘Do+~ko~k. Assume that g’= 
f,*N,+g**U*+- +& l &; since fk and gk have the source 0, they are 
completely determined. kt g”=fo’N~+oo*+gk_~~~k_~, k=&“NO+B-D+ 
&_-l l &-_l +fA l Nk +gk l &; then g’ = fig@ and one can write y* = Ft+‘(&)(y**) 
with p** = 1pok+‘(g”)(z*) = z$W(P). y** is well determined because of the 
injectivity of b and consequently of F:+‘(h); g” is uniquely determined for normal 
form reasons, and we can conclude that g’ = kg@ is uniquely determined. 
So we have established that normal forms w.r.t. Ff remain normal forms w.r.t. 
FE+‘. This proves that the functor F” is normal (although we have not defined 
normality on categories such as %P’). Then F is simply debed on SETK by means 
of a direct limit extension. (For instance, it is possible to compute the ‘power 
series expansion’ of F”, and F is simply the analytic functor from SETK to SEP 
with the coefikients of F”.) 0 
5.8. Remark. To be rigorous, we only obtain an isomorphism between the 
functors corresponding to both sides of the equation in Theorem 5.7.; the 
equality holds when the arguments have only finitely many nonzero coefficients. 
In practice the equation must be taken as an equality: for instance in C%del’s 3 
where all objects have weakly finite interpretations (see next section), one can 
assume that t* is tith integer coefficients, and then equalities such as in 5.7 are 
necessarily fulfilled, since isomorphism between analytic functors with integer 
coefficients implies equality. 
5.9. IuteapretMon of Giideh S (II). We now complete the interpretation given 
in 5.5. 
59.1. Case of 0. O* is the constant NO. 
59.2. Case of S. We have defined a normal functor S* from SETK to itself; 
then this functor can be encoded by a vector (still denoted S*) of SETtit(K)*K, 
namely 
S* = (0, 6) + (No, 4) + (Uo, 6) + (4, 4) + (v,, uz) + l -. 
59.3. Case of u recursion. Assume that t and u are closed terms of respective 
types o and a:+ (int+ a); then the normal functor (Rtu)* is defined by means of 
the equation: 
(Rtu)*(a 9 NO + b l Ul + T*u) = a . t* + b 9 u+((Rtu)*(u), u) etc. 
where u+ is the normal functor from SET”’ x SETK to SETO’ ‘defined by 
u+(u, w) = App(App(u*, u), w) etc. 
5.10. Theorem. Interconvertible terms have isomorphic interpretations. 
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‘Ihis is a complement to Theorem 5.6. The new case is that of a recursion; 
but the interpretation of the rules 
(RMO # t* (J@)cQJ) # U((~M@P u) 
isimmediate. cl 
(i) Without adding the Q’s, it would be impossible to satisfy the 
of recursion with free variables. 
(ii) Computer scientists often work with a variant of G&lel’s 9, where 
rmusion is w by a fIxed point operation. This system is stronger than the 
system with recursion only, because recur&on can be obtained as a fixed point. 
GnverseXy, the fixed point can be obtained by evahrating recursion at UO + UI + 
& + l l l (4.8(i))). 
. 
In a~mplex analysis, when we evaluate an analytic function at some argument, 
the essential question is that of the amvergence of the defining series; in our 
-work, there is also a notion of convergence, of a very trivial nature, namely 
a direct system of sets converges when its limit is finite. Then an analytic function 
from SEP to SET, with integer axfficients, evaluated at an argument x, with 
integer coefficients, will converge just in case the infmite sum defining the value is 
indeedfinitebecauseahnostalls ummands are null. Of course, depending on 
which arguments we want our function to converge, this will impose various 
conditions on the coeBicients of the function. - 
The two extreme amditions that we can ask on the coefficients of a vector are 
the following: 
-F’miteness, i.e., to have finitely many nonzero coefficients, all of them finite. 
-Weak fiteness, i.e., to have finite coefficients. 
In practice, finiteness is a too strong requirement, whereas weak finiteness is 
too liberal. 
a. . (i) !Sep is the class of all finite objects of SET! 
(ii) ?Sep is the class of all weakly finite objects of SET? 
62. . (i) !SePMA)’ “(?SeP) = !SetB. 
(ii) !SeP-*?SeP c ?SePMA). B. 
(i) The Grst equation means that if we apply a finite vector F of Setlnt(A). B 
weakly finite element of Set”$ by means of ApfgB, then the result is finite. 
e that 
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Since F is finite, almost all components Fb of the functor F encoded by Fare zero, 
and this shows that the value F(u) is a finite sum. So it suflices to show the values 
F&s) are finite and we shall be done. . 
F*(u) = &&,a 9 SEp(d, u) is a finite sum, with coefficients &, finite, and 
the sets SEp(d, u) are finite as well, since they are monomials uyl l l l uEk and 
the z+‘s are all finite. 
(ii) This means that, if the vector F of SePcA).* sends (via the application 
ftmctor Ap$,B) finite objects of See into weakly finite objects of Set”, then F is 
weakly finite. Now from the expression Fb(u) = Ca & l SEp(a, u) it is plain 
that F&l) has a greater cardinality thau &,. But d is ikite, so h(d) is a tite 
set, and we conclude that Cab is finite. lZl 
6.3. ‘l&mm. If t is a closed nmmalizablk A-term, then t* is weakly finire. 
Proof. It is enough to prove the result when t is normal. We establish an 
intermediate result for the case of terms with variables: Let t[q, . . . , x,J bs a 
normal term, and let dr , . . . , 4 be finite objects of SEF; then 
(a) if t does not begin with a A, then t*[dl, . . . , dm] is finite; 
(b) in general, t*[dl, . . . , dJ is weakly finite. 
The proof is by induction on t[xl, . . . , x,J. 
(i) If t[q, . . . , XJ is Xi, then condition (a) is fulfilled. 
(ii) If t[q, . . . , x,J is u[q, . . . , x,J @[x1, . . . , x,J) and u does not begin with 
a A, then u+[dl, . . . , elJ is finite, while v*[dl, . . . , dn] is weakly finite. Then by 
5.2(i), t*[d,, . . . , dn] will be finite. 
(iii) If t[xl, . . . , x,,] is Ay . u[xI, . . . , x,, y], given dl, . . . , d,, e all finite, then 
U+[& , . . . , d,, e] is weakly finite, so by 5.2(ii) the coefficients of u*[dl, . -. . . , dm-.] 
are finite, i.e., t*[dl, . . . , dn] is weakly finite. Cl 
6.4 Remarks. (i) 6.3 holds without any hypothesis on the pair (A, 4). 
(ii) When (A, q) is regular, then the non-normalizable term 
(;3Jr l xww l x(x)) = Kltw l x is equal to 0, because Y&@x. -) is null in 1 
SET’? So non-normalizable terms may have weakly finite interpretations. Y& has 
finite coefficients (because the functors corresponding to finite iterations u- 
( u 0. l -w)(O) are weakly finite by 6.3; moreover, in the expression of Ycxt as the 
direct limit of finite iteration functors, observe that all monomials added to the 
nth approximation when passing from n to n + 1 are of degree 2 n), so &t will be 
weakly finite in SETA when (A, q) is regular. 
Question 1. Is it true that in any regular pair (A, q), all &terms have weakly 
finite interpretations? 
Question 2. Assume that t is a closed A-term such that t* is weakly finite in all 
SETA’s (even when (A, q) is not regular); can we infer from that fact that t is 
normalizable? 
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6S. If A is a nouempty set and q is a bijection between A and 
M(A) =A, we &me the classes !“setA and ?“setA, for any ordinal number: 
!%eP = !SeP; ?%et!=?SeP, 
!*‘SeP = ?aSet!* !%et?, ?““Set! = !%e@+?aSet!, 
!%eP= u !“setA, 
a4 
(for instance ?“setcL+!“setcL consists of all 01 &et? which send ?aSeti into 
!“setA). 
l (i)lfa+ fihen!aSetQ!@SetQ?%et%?5ef? 
(ii) lItem exists some ordinal a0 such fhf for aU aa ao: !“setA = !“osetA and 
?“setA =?Vet? Wepuf !*SeP = !*P and ?*SeP =?aOSer? 
Pm&. (i) Assume that the property holds for a and /3; then 
for symmetry reasons, ?@+%et! c ?a+$&! AlsO 
and this establishes that the property persists for the pair (a + 1, p + 1). 
Now, we prove the property for /3 = a + 1, by induction on a: 
-Ifa=O,thisisjustTheorem5.2. 
- If a = a’ + 1, this is a consequence of the induction hypothesis on a’. 
-If ais limit, and uE!%ee, then u~!%et! for some yea, and using the 
induction hypothesis, u ~1 .y+lSee; so if x ~?~Seti, then since x ~?~Sep by 
demon of ?“setA, it follows that u(x) E !ySet! c !aSet!! The general inclusion 
!%et%?3ee is easily established by induction. 
From the case @ = a + 1, there is no trouble to obtain tie full property. 
(ii) !‘%ee is a proper class, but in fact, it is completely determined by its subset 
consisting of objects of !“setA with integer coefficients: simply because any time u 
is in !“setR, then all objects isomorphic to u are in !aSeP as well. Then the 
!%et% can be viewed as a family of subsets of the set X of all objects of SeP 
with integer coefficients, and since the family is increasing, it must be stationary 
after some state. Symmetric argument for ?. Cl 
6.7. . (i) If t is a closed normal term, then c6* E ?*Set% simply because 
6.2 holds if we replace ? by ?* and ! by !*. 
(ii) The inclusion between !*Seti and ?*Seti is strict, with a rather fkmny proof 
from the constructive viewpoint: 
(1) The equality is impossible: if we have equality, then we can extend the 
argument of Theorem 6.3 so to get that t* E ?*Sep for any closed I But if t is Ytit, 
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it is easy to find a finite d such that all fixed points of d are infinite, and then 
t*(d) $ ?*Sef? 
(2) So the identity functor does not map ?*See into !*Set!, so the object 
(.lx.x)‘isin ?*Set! - I*%? 
(iii) It is possible to chop Ser’ into slices: 
-I consists of all objects which are not weakly finite, 
- WI consists of ?“setA - ?a+lSetA, 
- N consists of ?*SetA - !*SetA, 
- SQ consists Of !a+lSetA - !“SetA, 
- F consists of !Set! 
(i&&e, weak, ncmnal, strong, snite). 
Every object of See falls into exactly one of these cases. For instance when 
(A, q) is regular, Y& falls into W. (because there are finite objects whose fixed 
points are all infinite) but (Yh& . x))* = 0 falls into F. It is expected that no 
normal t* falls into some Sa or F, SO all normal terms should fall into N. T’he 
behaviour of t* with respect to the slices is rather unknown; it may depend on 
many things, such as the normality of (A, q). AlsO which slices WQ and Sa can be 
reached by a real t* (for instance all recursive a’s?)? 
6.8. Remark. What is the hidden reason that makes things work in 6.3? The 
reason is the relationship of normality (and cut4imination results) with 
three-valued semantics. See [2] for instance. If one considers nondeterministic 
three-valued models (Schtitte’s ‘semi-valuations’), then these models are corn- 
plete w.r.t. cut-free provability. In the case of implication the ‘truth table’ of a 
semi-valuation is as follows; 
-ifA-,B is true, then either A is false or 61 is true; 
-ifA+Bisfalse,thenAistrneandBisfalse. 
This is a non-deterministic notion, because for instance from the truth of A and 
the falsity of B we cannot tier the falsity of A-, B which may be 
undeterminated. 
When A is a formula, !A means “A is tnre” and ?A means “A is not false”. In 
such a model the following rules of inference are valid: 
(i) If !(A+B) and ?A, then !B; 
(ii) if ?B follows from the hypothesis !A, then ?(A-+ B). 
These two properties are the exact analogs of 6.2 (i) and (ii) (recall that 
according to Curry-IIoward, application corresponds to Modus Ponens, while 
A-abstraction corresponds to the deduction theorem). 
A three-valued model is a structure where the values can be computed in a 
deterministic way from the values (true, false, undeterminated) of the atomic 
sentences: 
-A-, B is true iff either A is false or B is true; 
-A+ B is false iffA is true or B is false. 
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In such modeIs, we have aIs0 the symmetric situations 
(iii) if ?(A+B) and IA, then ?B; 
(iv) if !B foIIows from the hypothesis ?A, then (A+@. 
of ! and ? by !* and ?* corresponds therefore to the 
a non-deterministic modeI by a deterministic one. 
Let us now turn our attention towards GikWs K 
If u is a type, we define the class .Set”cSetu* of hereditariIy 
= !SeF (the cIass of aII &rite objects of type K), 
(ii) .!SePx= = set0 x set=, 
(iii) .set-== .W”~ set: 
0 For each type u, we have die fohwing idchims: 
!set”’ C .set”c ?setC 
Easy exercise. 0 
We shaII in f&t prove that t* is hereditarily finite: by induction on the 
term &. l l l S z,J we show that given any ul,. . . , m,, hereditariIy Iink of the 
appropriate types, then t*[rel,. . . , M,J is hereditariIy finite. The proof is 
straightforward, and so we shall only consider the case of a recursion: Assume 
that t and u are cIosed terms and that t* and zP are hereditarily finite; then we 
show that (R@*(u) is hereditariIy finite for aII finite u in Sef; for this we state a 
lemma: 
6ol3.l. Any finite linear cmddnahn of hemditmily finite objects of type 
aish~finite. 
Immediate by induction on u. 0 
‘Ihen we show that (Z&J)*(U) is he finite by induction on the index n 
of the greatest nonzero coefficient of V: write v = II l NO + u l U. + T+(w); then 
(z&g*(V) = Ic l t* + u l uf((Rm)“(w), w). 
- If II is nuII, then (Rtu)*(u) is hereditariIy finite by the lemma. 
-Otherwise, we can apply the induction hypothesis to W, and (Z&)*(W) is 
therefore hereditarily finite; but then u*((&)*(w), W) is hereditariIy finite as 
well, and by the lemma, n l t* + u l u*((Rtu)*(w), w) is hereditarily finite. Cl 
. If Theorem 6.11 were@ (it is @), then it would not be provable 
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in Peano arithmetic, because from a function which to any closed t of type int 
associates the sum of the coefficients of t*, one recovers the evaluation function, 
which associates to t the integer n such that t # n; in fact the two functions are the 
same. But due to the high logical complexity of Theorem 6.11 its provability in 
PA is open. 
7. Noti fbrnctors and probabilistic algorithms 
We have so far developed our theory, without bothering at all about the 
consistency of the informations; for instance an input such as NO + UO which says 
both that lt is zero and nonzero is perfectly acceptable. We shall adopt here a 
very pragmatic attitude: we still agree that all combinations are possible, but 
simply some of them are less frequent than others, and the problem of 
consistency of information will be solved by measuring the frequency of possible 
combinations. This is clearly a probabilistic, measure-theoretic approach. 
This approach will be particularly convincing in the case of a probabilistic 
algorithm: let us recall that a probabilistic algorithm is an algorithm depending on 
an external probabilistic oracle, typically at some stage the ma&k asks for an 
input Y/N and you give this input by tossing a coin. We have already explained 
(4.2j how the superposition of all th? independent possibilities leads to a certain 
linear combination. In fact, if wz call R this superposition, for each particular 
execution of the program the output will only be a subobject of X. So our 
information on the random algorithm will be a measure on the set of all 
subobjects of X. 
The usual operations on algorithms will transport such measures, so the 
question is not that of the possibility of putting measures here, but mainly of 
presenting the measure on the set of sutobjects of r in such a way that the 
transport of this measure is effective. 
‘Ihe solution is that we define the measure by only measuring open sets (in the 
product topology) which correspond to positive information; this is enough to 
define the measure, but the most important fact is that if we define the measure in 
this way, then we shall obtain very nice and simple algorithms for transporting it. 
7.1. Definition. Assume that x E Set!; to x we can associate the set 
Id = x xa = {(a, i);a GA & iExa}. 
aeA 
We define la(x) to be the power set Ilb((xI), l’&(x) to be the set of finite subsets 
of bj. Any element of P(X) can be identified with a subobject of X, i.e., with a 
family C y, l u where ya c Xa for all a. 
Given e E I+(X) we can define the sets: 
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Since 04nOe=Oaa and FdnFe=F dnc, it follows that the sets Od n F, are 
under finite intersections, and it turns out that the usual product topology 
) is exactly the topology where the open sets are arbitrary unions of sets of 
theformO#Jr\& 
that x E SeP; a co&Wuy nteQTute on x is an applica- 
enjoying the following properties: 
), such that d n e = 0, consider the real numbers 
M(d, e) = c (-l)-‘%(d U c) 
CCC 
Then 0 s M(d, e). 
7.3. (i) Let p be a probability measure on P(x) and define an 
application m from ) to BB by 
Then m is a consistency measure on x: 
- Condition (i) holds because Oa = P(x). 
- It is easy to check that M(d, e) = ~(0~ n F,), so M(d, e) a 0. 
(ii) If we choose real numbers mi for i E bl, such that 0~ mi s 1 it is possible 
to define a consistency measure m on x by means of the formula m(d) = &,mi. 
T%e condition (ii) is satisfied because of the equality 
M(d, e) = m(d) n (1 - mi). 
its 
(ii) A particular case is that of m, = 0 or mi = 1 ftir all i; then it is stili possible 
to use the product formula of (ii) above to extend m into a consistency measure; 
but moreover, this is the only possible extension: 
- If we consider the numbers M(d, d U {i}), we must have m(d U {i}) <m(d), 
so the function d-m(d) is decreasing; from this it follows that m(d) must be 
zen,~sooaassomemiwithiEdiszero. 
-ASume that ??ti= 1 for all i E d; then m(d) = 1; this can be established by 
induction on d. The case card(d) s 1 is trivial, so assume that the property holds 
foralld’sofcardinalityn. Ifeisofcardinalityn+l, andmi=IforalliEe, letd 
be a subset of e of car&m&y n - 1; then e = d U {i, j}, 
(d, e) = m(d) - m(d U {i j) - m(d U (i)) + m(e) a 0: so m(e) = 1. 
7A. . Let m 
probability measure on 
be a comistency measure 
P(r), cc, such that 
on X. Then there isa unique 
P(a) = (e) for all e E I&(x). 
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Proof. The quantities M(d, e) satisfy the equation 
0 i _M(d,e)=M(d,eU{i})+M(dU(i},e) (i$dUe) 
while the sets Od n Fc satisfy a similar equation 
(ii) OdnF,=O~nF,,,i)+OdU(i)nF, (i$dUe) 
(here the sum means a disjoint union). Hence from the values ~(0~) = m(d) 
(= ~(0~ n 4)) it is ‘mediate to obtain 
y(C& (7 F,) = M(d, e). 
Hence the fr:**ure of the basic clopen sets is well determined, so there is at most 
one solution. 
The existence of a solution is a simple inverse limit result: consider the index 
set K = P&); when k E K, we can introduce a tinite subobject xk of x by the 
condition l~l= k. ?ne set IF@,) is finite, so in order to define a measure on it, it 
suffices to give the measure of the points: if y c Ixkl, then define ic(k({y}) = 
M(y, k - I). 
When k 3 k’, let ftie be the continuous function from P(P) to P(k) defined by: 
ffi,(y) = y n k. Then the Lgeasure c(k is the direct image of the measure c(k’ by the 
function fu# : pk =f&&+ (ProoJ It suflices to consider the case k’ = k + {i}; if 
y c p(k), then its measure for the image measure f&‘&‘) is by definition 
~k’(fiit’(ti)!)- But f iit’( = 66 y u {i}}, m pk’(f iit’(( = M(y, k’ - y) + 
M(y+{i},k-y)=M(y,k-y). 0) 
Hence (P(xk), pk; fti’) is an hxse system of positive measures. Since the 
functions fMe are surjective, a classical result yields the existence of a measure p 
on the inverse limit 81 {x) Of the System (P(& &‘), and this measure iS such that 
fk+(C() = c(& (See e.g. Bourbaki, Integration, Ch. 111, 0 4, 5.8.) In particular, 
Cc,r(V)) = N?({d))) = ~(04, and so cc(Od) = m(d)= •I 
To explain how his may be used, we shall give some examples: 
7.5. Examples. Let us see what happens with the product of types: given 
x E Sep, y E SetS and consistency measures m( l ) and n(e) on x and y, we want to 
define a consistency measure on what represents the pair (x, y) namely the sum 
x + y (as usual, A and B are taken disjoint). 
(i) Ix+y( = bl U bl; if d E P&+y), it is possible to define p(d)= 
m(d n 1x1) 9 n(d n 1~1). This is a consistency measure because the measure it 
induces on P(x + y) = P(X) l P(y) is just the product of the measures induced 
by m(m) and n(g). 
(ii) In example (i), we have considered that what we do on x is independant on 
what we do on y, so the common probabilities were products. In many cases x 
and y are not independant: for instance take x =y, m(e) = n(e); we form the sum 
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of two copies x’ and x” of x and we know that these objects are the same. Then it 
is natural to define p(=) on x‘ +#’ by p(& + dg) =m(& n d2). The measure 
induced by p(=) on the product P(x). P(x) is the measure v(S) = ~({x; (x, x) E 
SD p is the measure induced by m(-). In that case the measure is 
supported by the diagonal. 
cases the restriction of the consistency measure p(m) to x and y 
m(-) and n(a). 
our attention towards application: the general 
a probabilistic function to a probabilistic input. 
the amsistency measures on the function and on the arguments may 
is., the uxrsistency measure on the pair may be different from the 
consistency measure of 7.5.1. If we call I the (vector encoding the) 
function, u the argument, this means that we have a consistency measure on 
+ u, say nr(+, and we want to define a consistency measure on App(u, u). So a 
way of attacking the problem is to find in which way a consistency measure is 
transported by a normal functor (here the normal knctor is the functor ApflDB 
from SETr@A)’ B+A to SEP). 
(i) If F is a normal functor ikom SEF to SET’, x E Set?, m(m) a consistency 
measure on x, and ~1 the associated measure on P(x), then we define the 
oonsistenncy measure F(m(-)) = n(a) on F(x) by the condition that the measure Y 
associated with n(a) enjoys the condition: Y =f*(&, where the function f from 
(x)) is defmed by f(S) = rg(F(inQ) where S is a subset of hi, s the 
subobject of x and ink the inclusion map. 
Solet zI,. . . , zk be points of F(x); write zi = (&, wi), and it is possible to write 
the normal form of wi w.r.t. Fbi as: 
Wi = IWi*; 4&;&i Xl& 
$ ESE~(&X), so one cad obtain functions u[ from 141 to bI and we shall use 
the notation rgu) for the range of the function IfI. 
Then q cf(s) iff rg($) c S, so {q, . . . , zk} cf(S) ifi rgdfi) U . . l U rg&) c S. 
This proves that the inverse image underf of the open set O~s,.__Bs~ of F(x) is the 
open set OWIIU...Ug(fkI of x, and so we have obtained the formula: 
n({s p l . l B 2R)) = m(rgdfi) U . l l U rgc/k))- 
0 ii e formula obtained is the general form when F is a normal functor, not 
tiewed as a probabilistic algorithm. Now,3 we use the application functor, this 
formula can also be used to give the new consistency measure n( 0) given the 
W@II~~ consistency measure on the sum of u (encoding F) and x. The formula 
obtained is simply 
n({t,, l l l 9 a)) = ~hidmti) U l l l U q&h) u {WI, ti), . . .I (4, w,*)}) 
(recah that F is encoded by selecting an integral normal form in each equivalence 
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class of normal form, and we assume that the pairs (dip wf) have been selected). 
(iii) An important case is when the function and the argument are independant, 
and the formula becomes 
where m(m) and m’(a) are the con&ten-y measures equipping x and u 
respectively. 
(iv) The original case (i) is indeed a particular case of (iii): simply put 
m’(d) = 1 for all d E II+(u). This choice, in probabiistic terms corresponds to 
putting a Dirac measure of 1 at the subset juj. 
7.7. Mon. Let us now see if it is possible to use general measures. 
(i) If we drop the requirement that the total measure is 1, then this opens the 
possibiity to have infinitely many antagonistic choices with the same weight. It 
would be possible in this way to express what is an acceptable input of some kind; 
we do it in the case of type ti: what is sure is that the input is denumerable, so 
we shall work with 
Then we shall define, when d E N+(x), m(d) by: m(d) = 1 if the subobject d 
corresponding to d is isomorphic to a subobject of some UO + U1 +a . l + V,_1 + 
IV”; m(d) = 0 otherwise. 
This corresponds to putting Dirac measures 1 at every subobject d of x 
isomorphic to some S*(* l l D*(O*) l l 0). 
(ii) If we drop the requirement that the measures are positive (and why not 
real), then the formalism still works; however the author confesses that he no 
longer sees what could be a decent interpretation of such measures. Presumably, 
this could have something to do with negative information. 
Appendix A: QuaWative domains 
A.1. Definition. A qualitatbe domain is any set X such that 
(i) 0 E X. 
(ii) IfaEXandbca, thenbEX. 
(iii) X is closed under directed unions. 
A.2. Definition. Let A, B be two qualitative domains. Then one defines their 
product A x B as follows: 
AxB=({O}~aU{l}-b;aEA,beB}. 
It is immediate to check that the product of two qualitative domains is again a 
qualitative domain. 
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A.3. Let A and B be two qualitative domains. A functionffi-om A to 
B is said to be kmal when the following hold: 
Of i is ilMxea&g w.r.t. inclusion. 
(ii) f is cOntinuous w.r.t. directed unions. 
(iii) ForaUu,u’~A, ifuUa’~A, thenf(uh’)=f(u)r\f(u’). 
Let fi g be two normal functions from A to B. Then f cg means that for all 
u,bEAsuchthatucb, f(u)=f@)r\g(a). 
I&setofrJlnonnalEurclions~mtheq~vedomcrinAto 
B is (isomorphic to) u quuktive &m&. 
M. ‘Isomorphic’ means that the bijection transforms the relation c between 
normal functions into the inchrsion of the qualitative domain. So let f be a normal 
functkr, and let us consider the set ’ ; ’ : consisting of all couples (u, z) such 
that: 
(i) u EA and z Ef(u). 
(ii) IfbcuandzEf(b), thenb=a. 
First observe that the function f-K(f) is injective: this is a consequence of 
the lemma 
AAl. If u E A, then f (a) = {z; 30’ c u ((u’, z) E K(f))}. 
Pro&. Let us call g(u) the right-hand side of the equation; the inclusion 
g(u) cf (a) is immediate from condition (i) of A.3. To prove the converse 
inclusion, take z Ef (a): then by A.3(ii) one can Snd (I’ c u finite such that 
z E f (a’) (since a is the directed union of its finite subsets), and if a’ is chosen 
minimal w.r.t. inclusion, then (a’, z) E K(f), so z E g(u). 0 
Then observe that f cg+ K(f)c K(g): assume that f cg and let (a, z) E 
K(f); since the condition f c g implies f(u) c g(u), it follows that z E g(u). Now 
assume that b c u and z E g(b); then f(b) = f (a) n g(b) so z E f (b) and this forces 
a = b: this proves that (a, t) E K(g). 
Conversely let g be a normal function fkom A to B and let X be any subset of 
K(g); we shall construct f cg such that K(f) = X: f is defined by the formula 
inspired fkom A.4.1: 
f(u) = (2; 30’ c Q ((a’, 2) E X)}. 
Then observe that: 
(i) K(f) = X: assume that a is minimal such that z Ef(a); then it is immediate 
that (a, 2) E X. 
(ii) f cg: if a c b, +&en f(u) c f (6) n g(u) (trivial); conversely assume that 
z E f (b) ng(a): this means the existence of b’ c b such that (b’, t) E X and of 
a’ c a such that (a’, z) E K(g). But then a’ U b’ E A, so z E f (a’ n b’) by A.3(iii), 
and this forces a’ - b’ = a’ n b’. So (a’, Z) E X and z of. 
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The qualitative domain we are seeking will be just the set C of all sets KGf), 
when f varies through all normal functions from A to B. K is an order-preserving 
bijection between the set of all normal functions from A to B and the set C. But 
is C a qualitative domain? We have already seen that any subset of an element of 
C is again an element of C. 0 belongs to C because $ = Kdf) where f is the normal 
function a-0. Finally, it is easily checked that C is closed under directed 
unions. 0 
AS. Tbeorex~~. There ik a qualitative domain D which is non-trivial and such that 
D is komorphk to the set of all normuljknctionsfiom D to D. 
Proof. If A and B are qualitative domains, then heorem A.4 constructs a new 
qualitative domain N(A, B), corresponding to th 9 set of all normal functions 
from A to B. By definition, c E N(A, B) iff c is a set of couples (CL, E) where: 
(i) II is a finite element of A, 
(ii) {t} E B, and such that: 
(iii) given any Q’ EA (it suffices to restrict to the case 0’ i&e), then the set 
{z; 3a c a’ ((~1, t) E c)} belongs to B. 
(iv) If(u,t), (b,z)EcanduilbrEA, thena=b. 
Qualitative domains can be made into a category: if A and B are qualitative 
domains, let IAl = UA etc. Then a morphism from A to B is an injective function 
f from IAl to IBI such that: for all Q E IAI, let 6 = {f(z); z E a}; then u EA iff 
bEB. 
It is easy to show that usual constructions between qualitative domains such as 
product, N(*, ), can be made functorial; moreover these functors will usually 
enjoy nice commutation properties, typically direct limits, pull-backs. 
Then it is clear that the functor D -N(D, D) has a lot of fixed points. . . We 
leave the details to the reader. Cl 
A.6 Remarks. (i) From A.S rt is not &icult to find a model for A-calculus. 
(ii) Similar ideas can be used to give a model for Giidel’s 3; the only thing we 
need is a qualitative domain for the type int (since the product is taken care of by 
A.2). It can obviously be done in the spirit of Section 4, by ordering the set of all 
subsets u of {NO, U1, N1, &, . . . } such that if N;: E a, then no A$ belongs to a for 
j # i and no Uj belongs to a for j > i. 
It is not difficult to interpret G6del’s 9 in this framework. The gain w.r.t. usual 
interpretations comes from condition A.3(iii) which has an obvious meaning in 
terms of stability (see A.8). 
AZ Remark. Qualitative domains can be viewed as a simplification of two 
different approaches: 
(i) In [8] Scott considered domains as follows: X being a set, let S be a set of 
intuitionistic sequents a1, . . . , a,, I- and aI, . . . , a,, )_ b with al, . . . , a,,, b E X. 
The usual rules of se uent calculus (left structural rules and the cut) enable us to 
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define 
-consistent subsets of x, 
-saturated subsets of X (under the notiou of consequence). 
It is &ways possible to assume that S no axiom of the form (1 I-. The 
of all consistent saturated subsets of X. Then, if A is a domain: 
bcaissaturated,thenb~A. 
(iii) A is closed under directed unions. 
So we clearly see the improvement in A.l: there is no longer any saturation 
condition. The saturation conditions are necessary in Scott’s framework because 
the fondions he considers enjoy only A.3(i), (ii), but not A3(iii). So the 
adjunction of this condition @spired from the pull-back preservation property) 
simpWes the class of domains. Moreover it has obvious consequences in terms of 
stabih.ty (see A.8). Last but not least, what is called ‘finite’ in Scott domains is not 
actually finite, only noetherian, whereas in qualitative domains finiteness is 
finiteness. 
(ii) In this paper we have been mainly concerned with a quantitative approach: 
not only to say when f takes the value.. . at argument.. . , but also how many 
times it does. of cause this uneven approach is certainly not always of interest, 
and this means that we are often more interested to know that some coefficient of 
a is nonxero than to know its exact value. This therefore suggests a shift of 
categoti replace SET by a category with only two objects 0 and 1, and only one 
non&vial morphism from 0 to 1. of course, powers of this category can be 
), and there is at most one arrow between any two points of 
existence of the arrow from 4 to b is just the condition a c b. In 
fact, it is not possible to stay with sets P(A), and it is necessary to restrict to 
consistent subsets of B(A), ‘consistent’ having a meaning depending on the 
context. This explains the qualitative domains. 
The conditions A.3(i), (ii), (iii) respecGvely correspond to: 
(i) the functoriality off, 
(ii) presemation of direct limits, 
(iii) preservation of pull-backs; in a qualitative domain viewed as a category, 
the diagrams of the form 
wherea,a’,bEAanda,a’cbarecartesian. 
The same remark about cartesianity is behind our definition of the relation c 
between normal functions. 
Consider au algorit 
means that the data (0, 
uch as the one in 4.4; +& algorithm is no? 
, 0), botim subdata of 
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minimal data leading to the value No; but there is no minimum subdatum of 
(No, No) leading to this value, since F(0, 0) = 0. 
(i) If we want to include such algorithms among the ones we study and still 
keep nice properties, then it seems necessary toconsider quantitative s ttings like 
the categories SET% such algorithms can be reprgxnted by functors with a lot of 
preservation properties. 
(ii) In qualitative domains, such functors cannot be represented since we have 
stability, namely that minimal data are minimum. So the use of qualitative 
domains will be particularly interesting in the case of the study of stable 
algorithms. 
A.9. Remark. It seems that the probabilistic approach of Section 7 is still 
working with qualitative domains; however the author confesses that he did not 
think seriously about the problem. 
Appendix Bt sums of types 
Let us first recall the syntax of the sum of types, because the subject is not so 
widely known: 
B.l. Defhition. If a: and z are types, then 0 + z is a type. Corresponding to this 
new scheme, we introduce new schemes for forming objects, in Giidel’s T for 
instance: 
(i) If t is of type a, then z*t is of type 0 + t; 
ifu.isoftypez,thenlr2Uisoftypea+r. 
(ii) If u, -w, c are of respective types p, p, c~ + t, if x and y are variables of 
respective types CJ and z, x not free in w and c, and y not free in u and c, then 
&y.uwcisoftypep. 
B.2. Definition. We consider a certain number of equations involving the type 
u + r; these equations are usually written as reduction rules: 
(i) @v. u[+~$YI=~H u[t], e3xy l u[x]w[y~u $ W[U]. 
These rules are the essential ones; any interpretation of the sum that would not 
satisfy these rules must be discarded. But there are additional rules that may be 
of some value: 
(ii) e3xy .u’xu2yc $ c. 
This rule is the formal analog of the ‘q-rules’ Ax. c(x)+ c and (~d’c, n*c)S c; this 
is the ‘disjunctive q-rule’. 
(iii) Then comes the archipelago f ‘commutative rules’; they are justified by 
the need for a subformula property in the underlying natural deduction system. 
The general pattern for such rules is the following: if E is an evaluation operation 
(elimination applied to a principal formula in the natural deduction jargon), then 
we write 
E(@xy l uwc)j @xy . E(u)E(w)c. 
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evaluations are: 
- When p is an implication p’-+ pn: E(u) = u(d), d a given element of type p’. 
The rule is therefore 
(@y l uwc)(d)=i @xy l u(d)w(d)c. 
-When p is a product p’ x #Q(u) = du or E(u) = a*u. The rules are 
therefore: 
n’(ey . uwc)+ aby. a’udwc, d(@xy . uwc)S thy. It*uJr*wc. 
-When p is a sum p’ + p”: E(u) = @zz’ . ah, where 4, b are given terms. The 
rule is therefore 
@zz’ - ab(t?hy . uwc)+ thy. (&z’ . abu)(tBzz' . ubw)c. 
Ifwe to give a model of disjunctive types, then it will be nice if we can fulfill 
the commutation conditions. 
B.3. Assume that Q* and t* have been defined. Then (a + z)* is by 
definition the &joint sum of In@*) and Int(t*). 
B.4. The interpretation of the schemes for objects of type o + r is as 
follows (we foriet the free variables occurring in the terms, unless it is absolutely 
necessaq to make them appear): 
(i) Assume that t is of type 0; then 
(29t)* = 2 Pd l (0, d). 
dant(a*) 
Assume that K is of type z; then 
t--1 * = c ued l (1, d). 
dEInt(r-) 
(ii) Assume that u[x], w[x], and c are of respective types p, p and u + r, and 
that x and y are of respective types u and r. Then we have already normal 
functors u* and w* together with c*. We can write 
u*[x]= z xd’ud and w*[y]= x ydg wd. 
delnt(a*) dellIt 
Assume that 
c* = z c; l (0, d) + c c; l (1, d). 
d~Int(a*) d&a(P) 
Then we define 
ddnt(o’) deInt( z*) 
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B.5. Theorem. P 11 the reduction rules considered in B.2 are valid for our 
tierpretation. 
Mf. (i) Consider for instance (&y . VW&)*; with the notations of B.4(ii) this 
is equal to 
so it remains to compute the coefficients ci and cz. The definition B.4(i) yields 
cz = 0, c; = t*‘, hence 
(e3xy. tlMdt)* = 2 t*@j. qj = v*[P] = (v[t])‘. 
ddnt(o+) 
(ii) If v[x] =A, then 
tP[x]= c xd-(0,d) 
dcInt(CP) 
so V~ = (0, d). For similar reasons, if w[x] =z2x, it turns out that We = (1, a). 
Then, if we apply the formula B.4@), we get 
(CBxy . lt’ xlc2yc)” = c Q(O,d)+ 2 c;*(l,d)=c*. 
deInt(o*) dcrnt(rl’) 
(iii) First we prove a lemma: 
B.5.1. Lemma. Let F be a linear normal jiuactorfiom SETps to SETe*. Then 
F((@xy . vwc)*) = (@xy . F(v*)F(w*)c)*. 
(There is some abuse of notations in the lemma.) 
Pmof. 
F(($xy . vwc)*) = z c; l F(Q) + 2 c; l F(wJ. 
deInt(u*) d&nt(r’) 
On the other hand 
F(v*[xl) = c xd 9 F(vd) and F(w*ly]) = 2 yd l F(wd). 
deInt(u*) debt(P) 
Hence 
(@xy l F(v*)F(w*)c)* = 2 CA l F(Q) + 2 c;. F(w~). Cl 
deInt(u’) deInt(t*) 
Now it suffices to remark that the evaluations that are used in the commutative 
nrles are linear: 
E(u) = u(d), E(u) = a’(u), E(u) = ads, E(u) = $zz’ . abu 
are all represented by functors F(u) linear in u. (The only purpose of replacing 
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u* by &(a*) is that now the function u -d(u) which is usually not at all linear, 
can be represented by a linear functor; the introduction of Int(o*) is reminiscent 
of the use of the tensor algebra in linear algebra). Cl 
(i) In the framework of qualitative domains, our construction can 
as follows: given two q.d.‘s A and B, their sum C is defined by: c E C 
(1) Ail elements of c are of the form (0, a) with a a finite element of A or 
(1, b) with 6 a finite element of B. 
(2) The sets U{a; (0, a) EC} and U{b; (1, b) EC} belong respectively to A 
and B. Moreover one of these sets is empty. 
Then it is possible to detie, when a EA, da by: 
da = ((0, a’); a’ d’mite subset of a} 
and similarly when b E B, 
3c21F= ((1, b’); b’ finite subset of 6). 
Nowiffigare 
define a function 
normal 
hfrom 
functions from respectively 
c to D as follows: 
AandBtoD, one 
h({O, a}) = {i Ef(a); i $f(a’) for ah a’s a}, 
h({l, b}) = {i E g(b); i $ g(W) for ah b’ s 6) 
and in general h(c) = U {(h({t}); t E c)}. 
Using this construction, it is easy to interpret @xy . WC. Ail the reduction 
rules are correctly interpreted: this is because the evaluation functions are 
interpreted by normal functions enjoying the analog of linearity: 
e(a) = {e({t}); t E a}. 
(ii) The interpretation of the sum is by no means a sum. However since it 
interprets all reasonable equations that can be connected with a sum, this makes 
it quite acceptable. 
(ii) The use of M(A) is quite interesting and perhaps should be extended to 
other situations; for instance if one wants to make the recursor linear in the 
variable of type K, then it suffices to replace K by Int(K) etc. 
(iv) A particular case of sum is bool, i.e, the sum of two empty types. The 
interpretation is a foilows: 
bool* = (I’, F). 
The instructions T, F and If are interpreted as follows 
T*=T, F*=F, 
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